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The Science Mathematics, and Environmental Education Infor-
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concerning documents/analyzed at the ERIC Information Analysis

Center for Science, Mathemal.cs, and Environmental Education. The

reports include four types of publications. Special Bibliographies
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interest areas. These bibliographies will list most significant
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to Resource Literature for Science.. and Mathem,atics Teachers are

bibliographies that identify references for t\q,professional growth

of teachers at all,levels of science and mathematics teaching. Re-

search Reviews are issued to analyze and synthesize research related

to science and mathematics education over a period of several years.

The Occasional Paper Series is designed present research reviews

0

and discussions related to specific eduCational topics.

The Science, Mathematics, and Envii.ronmental Education Information

Reports will be announced in the SMEAC Newsletters as they become

available.
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A SUMMARY OF 'RESEARCH IN 'ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND COLLEGE LEVELS.OF.SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR 1970

by

Leslie W. Trowbridge *
University of Northern Colorado

Greeley, Colorado

assisted- by

Jack R. Anderson
University of Northern Colorado

James E. Rahn
University of Northern Colorado

INTRODUCTION

The review of research in science educatiOn for 1970 culminates
the efforts of hundreds of individuals. It is heartening to note the
increasing attention to science education research exemplified by the
larg -.output of reports for one calendar year. This productive effort
represents the research activity of a wide variety of educators in the
field inc1.uding established researchers, dissertation writers, writers
of project reports, and others.

A notable characteristic of nearly all of the research is. its
local nature.. Very few studies have the scope one would desire for
adequate generalizahility to the large problems in science.education.
This has been a perennial problem of research in the field for decades.
Little progress seems to have 'been made in overcoming the problem.

At the same time, new information.is gradually accumulating in
areas heretofore largely ignored, such as attitude development, indi-
vidualized instruction, teaching of science processes, psychological
studies, and the effects of the use of performance objectives. It is
to be hoped that As'addltional pieces of the puzzle are brought to the
foreground for scrutiny and evaluation, a more cohesive picture may
emerge and a viable theory of instruction. in science Outation may
gradually evolve.

6

* The authors of this report wish to acknowledge the dedicated as-
sistance of their typist; Miss Judy Csizmadi, whose efforts in meeting
the publishing deadline are sincerely appreciated.
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PART I. NATURE OF THE RESEARCH CONDUCTED

In this report a total of 403 studies is reported. These consisted
of articles found in various journals reporting research, dissertation
abstracts,. and abstracted reports of an unpublished nature such as papers
presented at the annual meetings of NARST.

Because of the widespread interest in studies involving new cur-
riculum-projects, Table 1 shows the number of such studies at elementary,
junior high, high school and college Levels. Inspecticm of the table in-
dicates that the BSCS program continues to attract considerable interest,
with a total of 17 studies reported. The next area of ..interest was the
Earth Science Curriculum Project .at the junior high school level, followed
by the Science Curriculum Improvement Study at the elementary level and
by studies of the. CHEM Study Program at the secondary level. A total of
67 studies dealt with some b!-:Acct of curriculum projects comprising ap-
p-eoximately one-sixth of all of the studies reported, a sizeable fraction
by any standard.



TABLE 1

STUDIES INVOLVING COURSE CONTENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

Projects,
Number of Studies

Elementary

AAAS (SAPA)

COPES

ESS

SCIS

Secondary

ESCP

IME

IPS.

ISCS

SSSP,(Timei Space and Matter)

QPS (QuantitAive Physical Science)

1

3

7

8

4

4

2

2

BSCS r"
17

CBA

2

CHEM

6

HPP

-2
r,

Nuffield

1

PSSC

_3

Total

*67

3
.2
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Three tables (2, 3 and,,4). arc presented indicating the focuk.of

research at the elementary; secondary and college levels. The particu-
lar categories selected were at the-option of the authors of'tb.is reporT.
An effort has been:madeto develop a parallel strueture to the tbree,
levels although it is noted that each of the level doesnot necessarily
-contain identicaltitles.

Review of Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate's a widespread breadth of
fiftopics,covered in the.research areas at all._,three levels. it appears

that some of the newer areas of interest are those dealing with attitudes;
individualized instruction; psychological- studies, mostly Piagetian;. teach-
ing of science procesSessend ,studies having'to,do withbehaviol-al objec-
tives. ( '

In the elementary group a total of 94 studies was repftted with
approximately'one-third of those in the areas of learning thepry and
child development. All of. the other categories hrd relative,2.y :ecrial
numbers of studies with the exception of individualized instruction 1-4hich
had only three. Perhaps this indicates the-newness of this, area of in- ;%-":
terest. One would expect that the number' ostudies of indlvidualled
Instruction would increase in subsequent years.

2j,

The research at the secondary level includes a total of 184 studies ,

with the areas of methods of instruction, Curriculum-studies, and measure-
ment and evaluation predominating. It is interesting.to.note, however,
that a substantial number of studies of attitudes, 21,1i2s reported, fol-
lowed by an almost equal number of materials studies.

At the college leVel 46 .of a total of 124 documents surveyed dealt
with some facet of teacher. education, and-36 were designated as'' compara-
tive studies. The rest of the categories had apptoXimately equal balanre.

All of .the studies reviewed havl been reported- in some form in this ,9

document. Those of particular interest which exemplified generalizable
.resultS, adequate methods of research, and clarity of the findings and
Conclusions have been selected for detailed treatment. Further infor-
mation on studies not described in detail may be obtained by examination
of the original study cited in the bibliography. 6

Part II of this report, Summary of Research Findings, gives rela-
tively detailed informatLon concerning the problem studied, the popula-
tion used in the research, and the important filgings or conclusions of
the investigation.

4,-

4
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TABLE 2

FOCUS OF RESEARCH

Categories

(ELEMENTARY)

Number of Studies Percent

Learning Theory Child Ddvelopment 34 36.2

Concept Formation '(l7)

Behavior Development (11)

Piz:Teti= Studies ( 6)

CUrriculum Studies 13 13.9

Evaluation Studies 10 10.6

. Teacher'EducaLon and Teacher Traits 10 -10.6

Measurement and Instrumedt Development 6 6.4

Individualized Instruction 3 3.2

,Inquiry Teaching 7 7.4

Comparative Studies 11 11.7

Total 94 .100.0
s

,5



TABLE 3

FOCUS OF RESEARCH (SECONDARY)

Categories Number of Studies Percent

Concept Studies
'.-

8 4.4

Attitude Studies 21 11.4

Materials StudieS , 16 \ 8.6

Methods of Instruction 29 \ 15.7

Laboratory Practis 9 4.8

Curriculum Studies . 24 13.1

Teacher Education and Teacher Traits 15 8.2

Measurement and Evaluation 33 P 18.0

Individualized Instruction 6 3.2

Processes in Science 4 2.1

Inquiry Teaching 7 3.9

Comparative Studies 6.5

-Tot of 184 100.0



TABLE 4

FOCUS OF RESEARCH (COLLEGE)

Categories Number Percent

Teacher Education

Courses or Programs

NSF Programs

Attitudes

Techniques

Skills and Questioning Techniques

Miscellaneous

46 37.0

Curriculum Development 10 8.0

Developtental Studies 3 2.3

Evaluation Studies 6 4.7

Student and Teacher Characteristics 13 10.3

Students' Reactions to Science 3 2.3

High School Preparation and Col.lege
Achieement 8 6.4

Comparative Studies 36 29.0

Laboratory Programs ( 8)

Methods of Teaching (15)

Programmed Instruction and CAI (10)

Behavioral Objectives ( 3)

Total 124 100.0

7



PART II. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH F[NDINGS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Learning Theory and Child Development

In this section 34 studies are reported. They are divided into
three categories: concept formation, behavior developmcdt, and Pia-
getian studies.

Levning_Theory and Child.Development: Concept Formation. In the
area of concept formation, Stuck and (dyne (340) compared the effect of
equilibration type training. to the effects of SR reinforcement type
training in developing weight.conservation concepts in second and third
grade pupils. Their purpose was to investigate the implications for
instruction of the psychological concept of conservation by using it
as a method of testing a fundamentarscienCe concept, that of weight.
The findings showed that the SR group performed significantly better
than the control group.on the initial post-test for conservation of
weight. No significant difference was found between the experimental'
groups on the measure of permanence of conservation beliefs. Signifi-
cantly-more transitionals than complete.nonconservers of both mass and
weight became conservers of weight during training.

In a study by Verizzo (364) concerning the conceptions of conser-
vation and reverSibili6 in children of very superior _intelligence,
the results showed *at a substantial percentage of gifted children
made abstract conceptions earlier than children in general. Where the
concepts,of conservation and displacement of volume had not been grasped
students considered the words mass, weight, and volume as synonymous.

In another study of concept formation, Voelker (366) tested chil-
dren in grades two to six in an effort to determine concept formation
achievement. The problem consisted of two parts: 1) Can elementary
school children learn the concepts of physical change. and chemical
change? 2) Does the amount of guidance children receive in formulating
concepts have an effect on the success of their learning? The popula-
tion consisted of two groups of ten children each in each of grades
two, three, four, five, and six. The tasks required that the children
correctly answer three questions: That is a physical change? What
is a chemical change: How would you tell if a change were a physical
change or a chemical chane.7 The' second task was to .classify correctly
a set of demonstrated and described phenomena as examples of physical
changes or chemical changes. The third task was to support the correct
classification .of demonstrated and described phenomena with correct
reasons. Based on the results of this study, it wLs.concluded that an
attempt to teach the concepts of cheMieal and physical change in this
school using this methodology probably should of be attempted before
grade six,

8



An additional study concerning concept oevelopment.was done by
Billeh and Pella (39) in an attempt to discern any cultural bias in
the attainment of concepts of the biological cell lay elementary school,
children: The problem 'was to compare the achievement of Jordanian and
American children in grades three to six as indicated by scores on tests.
designed to measure knowledge, comprehension, and application of each of
the selected concepts when both received comparable.instruction related
to the conceptual scheme, the biological cell. The authors reported that
it, is not possible to conclude that either of the populations, Jordanian
or American, is superior by comparison in achievement on the concepts
used in this study.

In a study by McClelland' (211), a new approach to the introduction
co concepts of energy at second grade level was developed through con -
sideration of the nature.of energy and of the capacities, of children of
that age. h. this approach, the ti:rm energy is first associated with
all physical changes. Specific changes are then used .to introduce spe-
cific forms of energy. A sequence of five lessons in audio-tutorial
format covering,the selected energy concept was developed and trial
tested among three second grade classes. The results shoWed that half
of the interview group show'.d satisfactory generalizability of all the
basic forms of energy., Ten percent showed a satisfactory concept of
energy as an entity. None showed a completely Satisfactory Concept of
energy conservation. "Indications are that t'econd grade pupils can at-
tain valid concepts of energy through the medium of audio-tutorial ma-
terials, with special consideration for the capacities of children of
th.it age°.

Smith (316) investigated large group instructional technique's it-
teaching selected science concepts to elementary school children. Pur-
poses included: 1) to determine the feasibility of teaching certain
science'concepts in elementary grades by large group science instruction,
2) to compare the large group teaching effectiveness of elementary schbol
classroom teachers and a science specialist, and,3) to determine the
relationship between success in learning the concepts-and-maturity AS
indicated by grade level , IQ, and,sex._Twenty-eight concepts were se-
lected from the conceptual scheme "The Particle Nature of Matter." The

experimental population consisted of'498 pupils in grades one to six in
a midwestern elemer0-..ary school. Effectiveness of the classroom teachers
compared most favorably with'that of the specialist at the lower grades
and for the simpler concepts and less favorably in the upper grades and
for the more complex concepts.

In a related study by Green "(126), the feasibility of teaching
selected concepts' relating to the particle nature of matter to students
in grades two through six was investigated. The opinions of teachers
and students regarding the feasibility of the lessons were ascertained
by using questionnaires of a check list type,- one for students and one
for teachers, immediately following the teaching of each concept. De-

tailed analysis of the feasibility was made at each grade level. It



was concluded that it is feasible to teach selected concepts related
to the particle nature of matter to children in. grades two through six.

Several additional studies relating to children's abilitytoform
concepts in specific areas are reported. Smith (319) investigated
children's concepts of heat. He first defined what ismeant by a con-
cept, and the distinction was made between the scientific concept and
-an individual's concept. A set of tasks. cdvering ,a limited portion of
the domain of the concept of heat wakprepared with standard procedures
for assigning the tasks in an interview situation. These tasks were -

then assigned to four groups of ten children in individual interviews.
The assessments indicated that theoretical responses were very rare
among first graders and the precausal -responses-were very rare among
fifth graders. Relatively unexpected was a high frequency at both
levels of mechanistic responses, those,employing an unobserved'non-
theoretical process to account for aphenomenon.

Another study of concept development and communication abilities
was dOne by Gillespie (117). The problem in this study utilized varia-
tions in leaf structure to, study 7oncept development and communication
inyoung children. Children at all age levels exhibited great variance
in abilities to verbalize concepts of leaf characteristics,. Some chil-

dren at all ages exhibited the ability to reason with unknown factors
and to give rational explanations for natural6phenomene. Children at
all age levels tended to d,:s,.ribe leaf structures' in temp of familiar
everyday phenomena. The stmiy included several suggestions or implica-
tions for teaching. among which was that serious study of nature for
children five years old or younger would likely be a waste of time.

A study by Riechard (281) investigated the acquisition of life
science, concepts by kindergarten children. An investigator-designed
instrument entitled "Life Science Concept Acquisition Test" was used.
The medium was 21.sets of colored pictures. As a se-00f pictures was
presented to a subject, he was asked to respond non-verbally to a state-
ment about the pictures by pointing to a specific' Picture or part of
a picture. He was then asked to verbalize about his selection. The

population sample involved 51 beginning kindergarten children. Among

the findings were that significant differences existed among the scores
made on the test.by"the subjects from three community settings. The

mean score range from low to high was inu;r7urban, rural farm, and outer-
urban respectively. One finding of particular interest indicated that
when predicting performance on the non-verbal measure from sociocul-
tural variables alone, the number of years of education of the subject's
mother and the subject's community were the first and second most use-
ful variables respectively.

Ryder (291) investigated elementary pupils' understanding of,
selected science concepts with the following two purposes: first', to

determine whether specific experiences in the pupil's background signi-
ficantly influenced the ability to understand two concepts on air pres-
sure, and secondly, to investigate the effects of an advance organizer

10



on the pupil's ability !c) understand the two concepts. It was hypo-
thesized thnt previous exposure Lo certain relevant experiences would
enhance. the ability to master the concepts involved in the study, where-
as a lack of exposure'to these experiences would be disadvantageous to
the learner. The sample consisted of 401 third and fifth-graders of
dive se experience backgrounds. Findings r:!vealed that grade, sex, and
treatment significantly affected-pupil understanding of the two concepts,
and that experience background had.no statistically significant effect.
It was concluded that 1) the ad : :nce organizer was most advantageous to
pupils with rich experience backgrounds, and 2) the advance organiZer
approach.was a potentially effective instructional tool for relating
the content of advanced subject matter to elementary school children.

An additional study on the cognitive preferences of elementary
school science students was done by Schmedemann (299).- The study vas
designed to discover the influences of the Elementary Science Study
program and of certain strategics ou that faCet of-scientific attitude
termed cognitive preference. Two investigator-designed exprimental
dnstruments were constructed. The findings showed that 1) 0Yhre was
no significant relationship' between the cognitive preferences of stu-
dents and the Leaching strategies selected by their teachers, 2) there
were no significant differences between the cognitive preferences of
the students in the three groupsof- the study, and 3) there was ho'signif-
leant relationship between aptitude .Eind the cognitive preferences of the
students.. The author suggested that questions should be raised. concern-
ing the effectiveness with which tiL! objectives of the Elementary Sci-
ence Study' arc- being realized.

*
Tamppari. (348) developed a model for determining biological attain-

,

men. Thejurposes of the study were 1), to specify biological concepts:
related-'to an important theme which is taught existing biological
curricula, 2) to order the identified concepts according to the learning
theory of'1',obort Gagne', and-3) to study the attainment of the identified
concepts by .students in grades five, seven, and nine. It was concluded
that it was pk,:sible to construct ar model for biology curriculum develop-
ment in accordance with psychological learning theory. The main recom-
mendations were that biology curricula should be constructed according
to a theoretical model based upon learning theOry and validated by ex-
perts. Also, it was recommended that Investigators who study concept
attainment should. precisely define the concept. A third recommendation
was that in the early grades there should be more emphasis placed upon
the teaching and learning of prerequisite.subject matter and that the
teaching and learning of corepts should be examined in the light of
Piaget's theory.-

In a study on subliminal perception and concept attainment, Tarts
(350) attempted to determine experimentally whether subject matter con-
tent can be taught subliminally to fourth grade pupils. The method con-

sistedof flashing, through the use of a tachistoscope, certain science
concepts during the show cif a motion picture. The results indicated that
it was unlikely that subliminal learning had occurred.

11



A study on bilingual science instruction was done by Ng (245) who
investigated the effects of bilingual instruction as reVealad in several
aspects of science learning. Children_ were assigned randomly eo mono:-
lingual and.. bilingual teaFhin-g-MethedS. .The-following(hypothesis was
tested: Children taught bilingually will achieve better results than
children taught monolingulaly on multiple choice tests for vocabulary,
comprehension achieVement, and conceptualization in science. On the
basis of statistical evidence, the hypothesis.was partially accepted.
It was found that children, taught bilingually sqrpassed children taught ,/

monolingually only in vocabulary and in conceptualization.

A study on concept development by Janke (159) was undertaken to
determine the degree of agreement between science textbooks and scholars
in earth science as to the earth science concepts to be included in the
K-12 science curriculum. Annlysi:i of the results showed that scholars
from the earth science disciplines are in general agreement on earth
science concepts to be included in'grades K -12.

Summary. In general the concepts studies seemed to be lacking in
a clear definition of "science concepts ". Investigators in this area
might be well-advised to consider tighter definitions and more precise
descriptions of the problev being investigated. Findings concerning con-
cept development appear to support the. Piagetian hypothesis that matura-
tion plays a major role in concept learning, perhaps outweighing any en-
vironmental or instructional influences superposed by the materials or
by the instructional design.

Learning Theory and Child Ivelopment: Behavior Development. The
second group of studies, dealing with behavior development, consists of
eleven investigations. The first of these reported is by Raven (276)-.
.The purpose of his study was to determine. if a set of sequentially articu.,
lated classification exerci:,es could facilitate the classification abil-
ities of second and third grade children. The population consisted of
210 second grade students and 175 third grade students., 'Third grade stu-
dents achieved higher scares in 'classification tasks than second grade.
Treatment groups achieved higher scores on classification tasks than the
control graup. Practice on the more complex classification rules en:
hanced the success on simple rules. However, practice on simple rules
did not provide an advantage for succeeding on complex rules once prac-
tice on these rules was performed.

In a study by Susskind (341), a model of inquiry predicted that
students would ask mire questions and, make more declarative statements
when the teacher asked questions at a relatively low rate and used
questions encouraging students to draw on their own experiences and con-
tribute to a class discussion. The model was tested.by oserving ele7
mentary teachers after they had participated in a seminar designed to
change their questioning pattern to facilitate students initiation of
discussion. A descriptive report of the data indicated that teachers
asked questions rapidly and most were' memory questions. Students rarely



asked questions. Patterns of student responses in the classes of
seminar participants tended to correlate as predicted with changes in
the teachers' questioning techniques. The seminar produced small but
Significant-changes.

Carter (60) studied the ability of primary school children to
generaliie behavioral competencies acquired in science to other content
settings. Students in grades on'e to four who had used Science- A Prdcess
Approach re te:;ted by individuallyadministuriag the tasks of the scl
onc( proceu,. instrumont. Tn;ks to e.a!;s the level of the same
in social studili, fine arts, and language arts vere then admini!tercd.
Data analysis revealed a similar ordering among students with re!..Tect to
s<cienGe and other subject areas. Students had similar levelS of com-
petency in each. of the skills in each of the subject matter areas.

A study on behavioral development was done by Johnson (164) on
the effects the process approach upon IQ.measures of disadvantaged
children. His purpose was to determine the relationships of teaching
process approach to increasing general intelligence. The population
was a third grade class in a cuTally disadvantaged area. Using a .

pre-test, post-test format with matched pairs, results showed that both
groups increased their'mean total IQ scores. The experimental group in-'
creased MOYP than the control group by a significant amount. This study
indicated Oiat, through use of a process approach, disadvantaged children'
benefitted iqi the ability to think rationally.

Scott (305) in a study extending over a three-year period investi-
e gated'the strategy of inquiry and styles of categorization. Two problems

were studied: Would an inquiry progrem-havea continued effect on
children's behavior after the npv(lty of the situation had passed? 2)

Would the verbal behavioral changes in inquiry children in a three-year
study be traceable to the elements of the elements of the strategy einpha-
sized during this program? The results indicated 1) that instead of a
levelin off as the Hawthorne Effect ch.Indled, the inquiry program seemed
to have had a persistent effect on styles of categorization and 2) the
inquiry strategy appeared to have had a continuing effect on the verbal
behavior of this group of children over the three-year testing period.
Several measurable changes were noted over the period. First, verbal
fluency and flexibility were increased.- Second, attention to detail
became more acute. -Third, inferences about.invisible attributes showed
a strong trend away from emotional and locational responses, and toward
inherent classificatory attributes-. Fourth, each of these changes could
be traced to a specific_emphasis of the inquiry strategy used'in this
program. Thus it appeared that inquiry training could produce measurable
behavior changes.

Also in this group of study,..Allen (9) used a scalogram analysis
of classificatory behaviok. The Piaget hypothesis that cognitiv'e skills
are acquired in a fixed orderly Sequence in which mastery at any level
is dependent upon' mastery of, earlier more basic levels was tested., Allen
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concluded there was a .general order of emergence; grouping skills were'
mastered first and ''lassanclusio.n. skills last. Also, it was suggested
that before this hierarchy could be adequately tested the horizontal
dimensiOns for each of the levels had to be handled carefully.

Rogers (2F7) attempted to determine Che relationship between the
teacher's perception of his pupils and cltssroom verbal behavior at
the fifth grade level. The "Pqrception of Pupils Adjective Checklist"
was used to - .measure the teacher's perception of pupils. The population
was 34 inner- -city fifth gradu teachers and 38 outer-city fifth gtadu
teachers in a large city. One hundred minutes of verbal inter'action of
each teacher wore analyzed, using the Flander's'interaetion Analysis''
System. The repults of the study suggested that classroom verbal 0-
havior during fifth grade science' classes.was significantly related to
the teacher's perception of his pupils.. The positive perceivers made
greater use of pupils',ideas, criticized less, and made less use of
their authority, ha4 more verbal participation from their pupils, and
exhibited more flexibility in their teaching. The negative perceivers
made greater use of restrictive verbal behavior and used a greater num-
ber of routine questions,'directions, and criticisms in combination with
each othet to control the pupils' actions. Having had a recent science
methods course was not significantly related to verbal behavior and to
the learning conditions that. the teacher established duringscience
lessons.

Another study involving verbal behavior patterns was reported by
Moon (231). His study was designed to analyze selected examples of
verbal behavior patterns in primary grade Cfassrooms during science
activities. The population of 32 elementary school teachers involved
those who. had received an in -depth study,of the Science Curriculum lm-
provement-Study teaching,methodsand materials. The. findings suggested
that those teachers who wereexposed to the teaching methods of SCIS
differed significantly from thoSe employing conventional science teach7
ing methods and materials, by demonstrating an increase in the amount
of direct teacher influence displayed in verbal behavior'patterns -dur-
ing science activities. A second finding was that there was .a pro-
nounced shift in the direction of much greater preferences, for higher
level questions displayed by the experimental, teachers after the intro -
duction of SCIS teaching methods and materials.,

Nelson (242) studied the eff-ects of post7laboratory discussion
strategies on sixth grade children's learning of selected cognitive

\kkilla and principles. The.problem investigated was, "When teaching
slence by inquiry to sixth grade children in an urban and"Suburban
scho , which of twO post-laboratory discussion strategics was- best

for chi dren's learning of selected science principles and the cog-
nitive sk lls of observing, inferring, classifying, and verifying?"
Approximate 200. students participated. The following conclusitr.s
resulted from" his study: When teaching science in an inquiry fashion
to sixth graders with the objective of increasing the quantity and
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_lBalityof_inferences,-thc=n-the-probing-strategy-was to be-preferred to---
the non-probing strategy. When the objective was to increase the 'quan-
tity of observations made, then the probing strategy was preferred in
the suburban school while the non-probing strategy was preferred in the
Urban school. Than the objective was to irease know2e0ge of science
principles, then the non-probing strategy was to be preferred over the!
probing strategy.

A somewhat different study was done by Gray (125). A comparison
was made of the. effectiveness of two learning sequences in facilitating
the acquisition and retention of certain mathematics and science behav-i
iors. He concluded that the integrated learning sequence was gencrally,
superior to the non-integrated sequence in facilitating acquisition of
the mathematical behaviors for the population defined in this study.

A study by Ogunyemi (256) was dvs.igned to simulate some aspects
of classroom verbal interaction and tp investigate their cognitive ef-
fects on students using cognitive theory as the theoretical rationale:
Because the role of verbalization on learning has been foulid to be .

rather equivocal, he attempted to determine the effect that verbalized
cues would have on the performance of subjects. The subjects consisted
of 159 fourth graders who had two years of SCIS science. The results
indicated that while subject determined verbalization-of correct: cues
had no significant effect on the subject's performance, the effect.of
teacher supplied correct euen was significant for the female subjects
but not for_Lhe males. It was inferred that when cognitive' 'objectives
constitute a main focus of ClAcsroom interaction, teachers should feel
free to supply information to girls especially in individualized or
quasi-Individualized instructional settings prevalent in elementary and
high school 'Science classrooms.

Summary. It appears that at least as much research interest exists
in behavior development as in concept development in the-elementary
school, perhaps as a result of increased emphasis on process goals and
.learning Vheories in recent years. It is difficult to 'generalize on
the results of studies of this nature. However, when specific atten-
tion was given to behavioral outcomes in the instructional design, evi-
dence of gains was accumulated. None of the 'reported studies dealt with
matters of retention or achievement of long-range goals, a potential
area for fruitful research in the immediate future.

Learning Theory and Child Development: Piagetian Studies. Interest
in Piaget and in child developMent continues to absorb the energies of
a large number of researchers in science education.', The following-five
studies touch upon. some aspect-of Piagetian research, In a study by
Wiegand (385), the maturational view of Piaget was compared with that
of cumulative learning related to solving a science problem. If such
problem solving is an outgrowth:of the cumulative effects of learning
of ordered sets of capabilities that build upon each other in a progres-
sive fashion, then it shOuld be possible to identify the subordinate
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capabilities involved in performiq the complex task. . The results in-
dicated that intellectual development was brought about by the cumula-
tiVe effects of the learofng of concretely referenced intellectual
skills rather than b: the adaptation of structures of intellectual

a growth.

A study on intellectual development was done by Nous (254) to
examine the various abilities subsumed under the process,of correla-
tional thinking. The,results were consistent with the Piagetian notion
that inversion and reciprocity are not combined into one operation at
the concrete level but are above this atage. Fifth grade students
were able to deal with,intrapropositionar presentations whereas older
students were able to deal with the interproposltional aspects im,olVed
with the logical operationsrof equivalent and reciprocal exclusion. The
data supported the notion that the ability to establish correlation was
an ability specific to formal operation.

A third Piggetian study was done by White (384) One purpose was
to.-design a task in which the cliange of appearance was the result of
biological growth and development. The second purpOse was to' present
the experimental tasks to a population and compare the ages and order
of attainment of conservation using these materials with ages and order
of attainment and using the classical plasticene ball materials. Both
experimental and plasticene ball materials were presented to the same
population. The first hypothesis,that children attain 'conservation of
mass before weight was not confirmed on either the plasticene ball or:
experimental materials. The number, of conservers increased with age
on all tasks. The second hypothsis°that children would attain conser-
vation of mass and weight with the biological material at a later are .A

than with the physical plasticene material wa*:supPorted by_the data.
It was suggested thatthe experimental tasks were of -°a higE.Cer 1eV-(E17of
complexity and might be outside the ordinary. range of experiences of the
subjects.. Thdfact that a small number of'subjects was able to conserve
mass and weight on both Piage.tianend investigators' tasks suggested
that the latter materials could be,used as a measure- of children's abil-
ity to conserve conceptually at. more complex levels.

Harding (131) investigated the organizer influence on children's
responses to physical causality. The question to be answered was:
"Are there significant differences. to children's responses to Piagetian
questions dealing with physical causality when children are interviewed
by interrogators whom they perceive to occupy different roles in society?"
The various interviews were placed in religious, non-religious, and by
telephone categories. No Significantdifferences were found among the
groups. Analysis of the. data. indicated that the stages did not differ
significantly from results found by.Piaget.

In a study on Piagetian-type tasks for second -grade children by
Kamps (174)!, thirty-four subjects evenly Split by sex were randomly`'
.selected from second grade' claSses in each of three cities, making a



total. of 102 subjects. Results showed that the subjects exposed to the
AAAS science program received higher raw scores on measurement tasks_
than did subje'cts from other. groups when compared with their scores on
conservation tasks. The best Overalti performance was dehonstrated by
the group without 'unique mathematics or science experienres..,.. This group
was characterized by a highor degree of educational attainment by parents.

'Summary. The field of Piagetian research Is still. relatively un-_
explored. Conservation studies seem to dominate the current scene.
More subtle and complex raWrifitations of Piaget's basic theories remain
open'for investigation.. Also, the implication; for education at the ele-
mentary and_jonior high school levels have not yet: become'clear. More
research is needed on the transitional zones 1)c:qv/open concrete operational
and formal operational levels.- Considering the normal wide variations
among individual students in upper elementary and junior high school,
well-controlled Piagetian-type research at ages 10 -13 could add consider-
ably to our understandqngs of learning 'at .those levels.

Curriculum Studies

The first. study reported in this category is that of Harty (135),
who observed' attitudes toward Science-A Process Approach, of fourth and
fifth grade teachers in ERIE pilot schools "prier to an initial workshop
session. In study the attitudes of 54 fourth and .fifth grcilde teach -
ers from 21 pilot: schools were studied 'prior to an initilt1 summer work-
shop on Science-A Process Approach and prior. Co installation of the AAAS
program during the 1969-70 school year.' 'A questionnaire was mailed to
each teacher. The data and conclusions were reported with regard to the
following variables: 'AAAS curriculum characteristics, consultant func-
tions andUtill-iatiOn,-afint achieVementThe_results indicated
that older; experienced teachers and those with graduate worst Were-most_
familiar with'Science-A Process Approach anti were most favorably impress-
ed by the program. Teachers.with_one. to three years experience utilized
manipulative eqUipment more regularly than other groups.

. .

The second curriculum study, by Newport and McNeill (244), was a
comparison of teacher-pupil verbal behaviors evoked by Sciente-A Process
Approach and by textbooks. The investigators inferred that untrained
teachers may misuse S-APA materials. There was an indication that train=
ing caused teachers to change their style of teaching or perhaps to se-
lect different lessonsaftertraining than before. There was also an
indication that emphasis on science content was significantly less after
training than before. Interaction ,analysis without instruction was re-,

. latively ineffectual. The interaction analysis system tells the teasher
what he is doing but not-what he should be doing. If processes of sci:-
ence are favored over content,. the S-APA patterns appear more desirable.
If content is favoredOver process, patterns of textbook usage by teach-
ers appear more desirable.
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There were sevefal studies focussing on the SCII; elementary science
program). Allen (8) evaluated. certain cognitive aspects of the Material
Objects Unit of the SCIS elementary-science program. The purpose of.
his study was Co investigate whether partiCipbtion in the SCIS elementary
science prora!:r to: grade in .resultedein performance superior to that of

grade one uon-partjcipant.!: in the program when certain SCIS objectives
were consic.f. lie modinm.ured was' the objectives of the Material Oh-
jects Unit. (,nneinsions'irom Chi study indicated ihat usinp a) the
input variables 6f socio-economic stator :: reading, sex, 'and science pro-.

gram and b) the ,critCrioiLmeasuresin the objeetives of the Material Ob-
jects Unit, that first grade SC1S chi]drn were superior to vora.7.g.E.4-ii,

child-ren,only in their ability to serially order objects. A\-second

conclusion was that_SCTS children-exhibited significantly more explora-
tory behavior than did Uon-SCIS,children;---

4

Altman (10) investigatec interaction in inner-city and. advantaged
classes using the Science Curriculum Improvement' Study. The population
consisted of thirteen classes in grades three, and four in inner -city
and .fifteen from Similar levels in suburbia. %Among the findings were:
l) advantaged students engaged in more than :twice as much snif- initiated
talk as inner-city students, 2) advantaged-classes as compared to inner-
city classes were exposed to'moreverbal cognitive interaction and less
procedural interaction, .3) both inner -city and advantaged teachers asked
ii.ce as many recall facts and reldtionship questionsas'Observation,

hypothesis, and. tent hypothesis questions, 4) in both inner-city and
advantaged areas, lair work was'a dominant part: of the lesson, and 5) in
a Comparison of high achieving anil low achieving classes within each
socioeconomic aria, high achieving classes showed a greater similarity
to the SCIS recommended model.

Two studies are reported concerning teacher reactions involving
Science Curriculum Improvement StUdies. The fir'st of these by.-Barnes
(26) had as its purpose to ascertain teacher reaction to an SCIS
Ang and implementation program. Thirty-three first' and second grade
teachers -from four school districts- participated in the study. In the
findings: 1) the elementary, teachers agreed an the relative merit of
the workshop experiences'-of-,the SC.IS in-service training program,
2) teachers' reactions to the workshop experiences were significantly.-
different in Augu5t'than wercktheir reactions the following Apri., 3)
the eAmentary teachers .consistently rated the lectures on nature of
science low in value as an aid in implementing the SCIS program,.4) the
teachers.' reactions to the workshop experiences appeared to be related
to the; teacher characteristics considered, and 5) the teschers considore
as most valuable the workshop activities which required their active par-

,

ticipation.

A second of the teacher reaction type studies was done by Baker
(23) to answer thd question: "What are 'he effects of science teaching
materials on teachers verbal behavior during eleMentary science in
struction?" The suibjects were 50 suburban sixth grade teachers and 14
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middle And junior ligh school teachers., The results of Study sup. 'k./ F;

port the following Propositions: 1) teachers using ESS materiels fes-
. tered greater studenp.involv..6.ent andinrticipation-during science .

instruction, 2) teachers using ESS materials were more learne?--:centeted
'-' in their 'teaching behavior during,science,insttuCtion;- 3) tachers using

textbook materials restricted student'involvement'and participation"dut-
ing science instruction, and 4)*teatilers using textbook Mhterials were i

more content orientcd'in their teaching-behavior during science inftruc-
,..tion. a

c'

Woodruff (397) assc,;sedcertain concepts held by selected children
using-the ConCeptually OrienLed Program; in Elementary Science test: of -)10
science concepts and-individual interviews. In this study the COPES test
of s ience concepts was adminfstered to all children in grades four and
six 'fter the completion of a unit from lie COPES materials. A .semi-

sten rdized interview schedule was used with saipdtedptopils. Results
indicated that the accuracy of thej.:OPES test appeared tb be liffiited by
non-science niocabulary, test format, procedural tasks, sentence length
and complexity, words creatifig misleading mental sets, questions contra--
dictory.torespqnsY to a previousqueStion, and inclusion of designated.
best choice statements fully consistent with the 'child's. adequacy of
concepts.

A study by 14echling (220) dealt: with 4 strategy for stimulating'
the adoption and ,diffusion of science curriculum innovations,. amonrele-
mentary school teAbers. Be investigated means by which innovations in
elementary science.teaching may be efficiently diffused to classroom
teachers. Teachers were selected to adopt innovations and to _extend

--the innovations within their schools. Findings indicated that neither
adoption nor diffusion was facilitated-by concentrating efforts on
teachers identdfled as science opin.iiinlnaders. Dogmatism figures were
significantly related to the adoption. of innovations, .With low dogmatic
teachers showing greater changes.

. .

Another study in this group was done by Lawlor (202) on the effects.
of verbal reward on the behavior of :children in the primary 'grades at.
a dognitive task typical of:the new. elementary science'CutriCUla. The
problem-inveStIgated-was: "What_are:the effects of ISerbal rewards such -

as good, ok,-that's right; fine, exe:ellent, etc. upoh the 'problem sole=
ing behaViors of pupils in a modern elementary school science programP'
The subjectsinvolved 202' second grade pupils in _a Middle class,-suburban.
sdhepl., .The'experimental tasks involved catalYfizineor .sorting tasks. 1----
which required the children to attend to theyaribusphysidal .properties`
of objeCts and to group them dicotomously on'the basis of these raper -?

ties. The taskS came fteml AAAI-Science-A Pocess-Approach;.First Grade;
the SCIS Material Objects; the Y,SS Attributes Games nd Blocks; and the..

ESS People Blocks. It was concluded that the use ,of "verbal whidh

were not congruent with behavio,resulted in less efficient problemSe1V-,
ingthen either;a neutral:rib-rewards tuation or the use of.rewardswhidh
were_cengruent'with the problevsolvin ,behavior The giving of rewards
which were congruent improved the problem solving efficiencyo1f girls
but not of boys. 4:!''; '

.

.
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Ileath (139) attempted to determine if there was a significant dif-
.

ference between a group of students being taught by..a contemporary ele-
mentary science approach and. another group of students being taught by
a textbook oriented instructional methodology in the'extent of achieve-
ment of'selected;reading skills and abilities. The reading skills sLud-
led. included word recognition, critical reading, comprehension, and
general reading level. Two samples consisting of approximately 120
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade Students afire compared. The students in
sample one, contemporary programs, achieved the selected reading-skills
and abilities to a significantly greater extent than those in sample
two, textbook oriented programs. The results of the study indicated
that contemporary elementary science instructional programs promoted
the development of science reading skills and abilities to a signifi-
cantly greater extent than those programs which are textbook oriented.
These.finciings and conclusions were in' greement with the stated aims of
the newer elementary science programs and projects reported in the review
of selected literature.

Summa. _Studies of curriculum projects generally shoWed that
children engaged in'science ]earnings of the "new" projects were more
actively involved; were able to ask more questions, understood science
processes better, anddid at least as well,. sometimes better, on selected
reading skills than those in more traditional types of science,

There was consistent evidence also that teachers can be success-
_ fully trained to use the new science curriculum material,. effectively.

It wpears that training sessions with specific project materials were
necessar9 to bring about th& desired objectives. Teachers left to their
own, devices in using the new curriculums without suitable.preparation
and indoctrination had Much less success and less positive attitudes
toward the programs.

Evidence. seems to he accumulating that elementary science teaching
is changing through the impact of the varied curriculum projects in

,

science of recent 'years,.

Evaluation Studies
1.

V
v.

The following section consists of nine evaluation studies. Carey

(58) attempted to determine the feasibility of utilizing separate, tax=
°nal:hie tests e- a'te'St consisting of a composite of different taxonomic

echitems to evaluate instructional outcome: in el e tary science. The pro-

cedure was to. construct a test instrument with qual numbers of know-

ledge, comprehension, and application questions.' Carey concluded that
1)' the taxonomic .type tests allowed the determination of theTlevel of

.? .

tinderstandileg at which pupils were achieving regardless of the pupil's
level df performance of the'total test and 2) levelS of performance as
indicated by earned total test scores were deceiving relative to the
leVels of understanding. For example, total test scores indicated a
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level of perfc/mance below that of chance when the pupils were
recall the corepts. Also, total test scores indicated a high level of
performance even though pupils were achieving only at the knowledge and

`e comprehension levels of understanding and not at the application leNol.

Daugs (87) evaluated the influence of multi-level reading Materia?s
on the achievement of fifth grade elementary science pupils. The pur-.

pose of this study was to evaluate statistically the inflthence of stu-
dent placement at a reading level by mears of an informal reading inven-
tory-in one kind of elementary science materials. The results indicated
that the informal reading inventory placed students lower on the ma-
terials used in this study than did the Mewpolitan Reading Achievement
Tests.

A third study of an evaluative nature,yas done by Deady (88) con
cerning the effects of an increased time allotment on student attitudes
and achievement in science. The effects of increased time allotments
and of teacher's preference for a particular time allotment on fourth
grade student's attitude toward science were investigated. The sample
involved 324 students from 16 classrooms. Teacher.time preferences

were determined from a queStionnaire. During the school year all groups

gained An science achievement. Changes in attitudes toward Science oqg
curred in both directions. No significant diffeiences were found attribu-
table to either time allotment'or teacher preferen'te for time allotment,
ond-ne'significant interactions were found between student's reading
level or and rtme allotment.,

Walbesser (370) studied the effect on test results of changes in
task and response format required by altering the test administration
from' individual to a group form. Significant differences between the
scores of individuals on the group and individual measures were observed.
Students demonstrated higher competencies on the items employing the in-
dividual format. Changing the assessment task from an individual to a
greup format decreased the number of subjects able to complete the task
'on four integrated processes: controlling variables,-defining operation-
ally, formulating hypotheses and interpreting data. More students in
the individual format succeeded on tasks associated with assessing be-
haViors such as naming in writing, identifying, and stating a rule in
writing.

fi

Schiele (296) developed and evaluated a model for teaching science

in the elementary school. The model was designed for the six elementary
grades and dealt with the organizational structure, curriculum.content,
and types of activities to be performed in the classroom. Three hundred

eighty-four children were involved in the testing. Four implications'

were discerned upon conclusions of the study: 1) children Indicated:

through their questions,_ actions, and Statements that they readily
identified the different operations they were performing; 2) the major-
ity of children participating demonstrated a significant degree of under-

standing of the specific.precepts and generalizations; and 3) children,
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whether slow or gifted, strated that they could adapt the Se:quence
of activities to their indivi ual cognitive needs. In other words,
leriiing was an individual pr cess for them even in a group arrangement,

Andiq-son (13) inves 'gated the efficacy of mutually aided learning
in science to determine systematic and long term use of high school
students in an instructional role in elementary school science classes.
A group of five or six high school juniors or ;eniors served as learning
assistants in an. elementary school science class, with each high school
student working. closely with about five elementary students. Tile learn-

ing assistants taught 40 minutes per session and tree sessions per week
for 13 weeks. The basic design of the study included comparison of
classes which had teams :)f learning assistants with classes involving
only a regular teacher. Science units developed by the EleMentary Sci-
ence Study were used. The results of the study indicated that 1) the
three major. tactors of school, teacher, and learning assistants influ-
enced student outcomes, and 2) there was ar interaction between the fac-
tors of school and learning assistants.

-cv

Bird (42) investigated teacher dogmatism and teacher behavior in
science instruction at the elementary level. The Rokeach Dogmatism
Scale FOrt E Wasadministered to the forty-three teachers participating.
The results suggested that this scale can be a useful predictor of
teacher behaviors in elementary school science. Teacher dogmatism
p1:5ys a part in teacher performance in'the classroom. The open-Minded
teacher appeared less likely than the closed-minded teacher to exhibit
behaviors which were inconsistent. with the goal of providing students
with the opportunity to learn through inquiry..

In a study of teacher attitudinal-changes by Hovey (150), three
questions were investigated. Could tie projective .tests of attitudes
designed for fifth grade students be successfully modified for use with
adults? Secondly, is there a relationship'between the amount of experi-
ence a teacher has with a new science program, in this ease SCIS, and
his attitude toward the scientific process? And thirdly, is there a fz.

relationship bettien the type of training for using SCIS and teachers'
attitude toward the scientific process? Eighty-eight kindergarten
through sixth grade teachers were the subjects in this study. The fol-
lowing conclusions were, obtained: lY training to use a program prior
to actual classroom use did seem to make a difference on attitudes,
yet once the realities of the classroom were encountered there was in-
dication that the training no longer made a noteworthy difference be-
tween groups, 2) subjects strongly considered experimenting to have a
process orientation, and 3) both descriptive and statistical analysis
indicated that the majorityyoT subjects responded pcisitively toward.ex-
perimenting.
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Summary. Evaluation studies were local and specific to the tasks
at hand. For this reason it is difficult to generalize regarding the
outcomes. Ore outcome seems worth highlighting; this showed superior
performance by elementary children on tests using'rn individual format
rather than a group format items involving process skills. Perhaps
the characteristics of,skill learning by their naL,:re lend themselves
to more accurate evaluation in an individual mode than in a group mode.

Teacher Education and Teacher Tlatts

A study dealing with teachor education was reported by Wasik and
licodemus (374) who investigated the 7,ffects of a workshop and use of
specially developed science materials on fifth grade science class-
room practices. They reported a study of'-science instructional ac-
tivities in the classrooms of teaehers who either had or had not par-
ticipated in a workshop introducing new science materials. Ninety-

one fifth grade,teachers who participated in three science workshops
during 1965 and. 1966 constitutLd the sample. The method divided the

Leachers into three conditions: Condition A, no ..iorkshe experience
and no materials; Condition B, consisted of workshop experience and the
use of materials; Condition C, was workshop experience and no materials.

This study showed a significant difference in classroom organization
and classroom activities.for all three conditions except for teacher.
activities_with small groups. The authors concluded that materials.

were the focus Of-major change. Different instruct..onal strategies.

learned in the workshop and utilized in the classroom did not persist
when the r...aterials were removed.

1

Jones.(167) attempted to secure information on the effect of the
la* of teaching experience on pre-service teachers' perception,,Of rel-
eve ce of .education courses. An introductory experience was devised
and the study,examined the effects of experimental and controllied ex-

per ences on thange in teacher behavior and concern leilel. :Forty-nine

-beg nning pre-'service teachers were randomly assigned to the treatments.

The results indicated that types of. introductory experience Made no
difference in change on concern level and that the type of introductory

expbrience made little difference in teacher 1-sehavior change. Ore out

of hirteen behavior factors tested showed significant findings. The

int raction -analysis group became more flexible than did/the Piaget-

type interviewing group. It was concluded that flexibility may be the '
firlst behavior factor of those examinedto be altered by interaction
analysistraining.

A study by Geer (116) was designed to analyze the effect of train-

ingpupils to provide feedbadk on specific objectives in elementary

schOol science. One-hundred fifty stuaents in grades four, five, and

six!were included in the study. They were divided into three treatment
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groups, one of which received training to provide immediate feedback
to their teacher during instruction, one group to provide feedback by
a written response handed to the teacher at the conclusion of each in-
structional session, and a third group received no feedback training
and served as a control. One conclusion drawn from this study wa§ that
grade level may be a significant factor in the effect of feedback train-

. ing on change in pupil achievement. Also, at the, fifth grade level there
was significant relationship between achievement gained and pupil at-
titudes factors.

Johnson (165) studied teacher questioning behavior by investigating
the ptobiem: "Can questioning behavior of in-service elementary school
classroom teachers he, improved in the area of science instruction by
using a specially designed model for question analyses in a non-directive
program of self appraisal?" Five primary teachers participated in the
research using video-taping and a specially designed questioning dis-
sector grid. Among the findings, perhaps the most important was the
fact that there was a substantial increase in the teacher participants'
use .1f observational information pi6cessAng and evaluative questions
toward the end of the study. The five teachers tended to.ask less mem-
oryory recall questioas as the study progressed.

In a study by Costa (82) an 'attempt was made to answer the follow-
ing two questions: 1) Do teachers who are highly successful in learning
to teach for inquiry have significantly different attitudes than those
that are not so successful? 2) What are some of the of of an ir-
quiry in- service program on an entire school faculty with respect to ..

attitudes, perception of teachers' behaviors,, self.c.oncept and ciaasroom
interaction? Approximately 120 teachers participated in various aspects
of the study. The main concluion was that to'learn the behaviors .of
teaching for inquiry requited.Certain identifiable attitudinal Charac-
teristics. Teachers who possess these characteristics:seem more able to:
adopt the lehaviers of teachers of inquiry than those who do not. Those
members of the faculty group who demonstrated the greatest change in at-
titude, self-concept, perception and behavior als,b possessed attitudinal
characteristics s.lmilar to these highly succeasfavteachers of inquiry
identified in the referent group.

In a study by Wallen (371), an analysis was made Of the opinions
of elementary science by two groups of teachers. Wallen investigated
and analyzed the opinions of 280 teachers about teaching procedures,
materials, content, and time for elementary school science. One group
of teachers included those who had received instruction in the inquiry
approach (SCIS methods) and the second group included those who had
training to teach from a textbook only. 'Among the concluSions were:
1) the inquiry.types of methods courseswere better. oriented toward
educating teachers in obtaining a wholesome attitude toward' science
teaching and increasing the teacher's interest in science,, and 2) the .

inquiry centered teachers, a) have hed,eduCation which has _guided them
in the selection of science content directed towards the achievement of
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elementary science objectives, b) were better equipped with physical
and library facilities which enhanced the elementary :;cieuce program,
cy have a program which was both process and subject matter whereas
the textbook centered. teachers' program was 'subject matter centered
only, d) spent more time on science,.e) provided opportunities for five
essential learning expei-iences: observation, measurement, experimenta-
tion, data interpretation, and prediction, and f) were better qualified
to cope with the problems involved in classroom management and the
necessary aids to classroom procedures for teaching elementary school
science.

D. F. Smith (318), investigated the relatioship of teacher sex
to fifth grade boys' sex role preference. This study was stimulated
by the belief that our elementary schools-have been overly feminized
for the past half century and that a realization of the potential dam-
age of this state of affairs, particularly.with respect to boys, had
led to an increased demand for a-greater number of male teachers in the
elementary school. The primary purpose of this investigation was to
determine the effect of the male teacher on the male pupil. This study
involved a sample of 20 male and 21 female fifth grade teachers and -
their students. Teachers were matched as to age, marital status, teach-.,
iug experience, educational preparation, and. contrasting psychological
and biological sex. The results showed that 1) introducing a male teach-
er into the classroom was conducive to reducing the degree of psycho-
logical feminacy of boys, 2) the male teacher had a positive effect on
the development of a positive school related Self-concept of boys, and
3) while male teachers seemed to have a positive effect on the achieve-
ment of boys on mathematical problem solving, no such effect appeared
with respect to=computation or science.

G. F. Smith (320) investigated the effects on student achievement
in elementary science programs resulting from in-service training and
the use of additional instructional aids. In this study 24 teachers
from a school System not using the new elementary science prOgrams
taught representative new units to over 500 students. These were vari7
ations in in- service training and in the amount-of classroom science
equipment provided. For each unit, the teachers selected for training
received- a teacher's guide and specific training for the unit. The

teachers not selected for training received'only a-teacher's guide.
Some classrooms received sufficient laboratory instructional aids to
allow students to Work in small groups of two to four students. Others

received minimal equipment so that their lessons included demonstrations
rather than, maximalinteraction of children with materials. The find-

ingsshowed that additional equipment resulted in significantly greater
achievement only at the first grade levell, but that all pupils expressed
a preference for additional aids. Specifiic,teaCher training for the
unit did not-produce significantdifferendes in pupil achievement.

o

Sdmmar . 6everal studies ofiteacher traits and.eduCation focused' on
char cteristics indicative of inqUiryteaching. It appeared that-kind and
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availability of materials played a''major role in development of the
requisite inquiry teaching behaviors. As noted with the curriculum
studies, teachers who received specific training through materials,
audio-visual techniques, and in-service programs showed significpt
behavior changes tending toward inquiry teaching methods. One might
conclude that energy. spent in facilitating behavioral changes in
teaching science pays dividends in proportion to its direct applica-
tion to specific courses and tasks.

Measurement and Instrument Development

In this category, four studies dealt with the task of developing
instruments for special_resparch_problems, The first_of_these,_by2
Doran (96), concerned the development of test items related to selected
concepts rebated to "The Particle Nature of Matter." The purpose of
the study was to develop test items related to the. conceptual scheme
that were valid, reliable, and usable with pupils at grade levels two
through six. Criteria were set lip for establishment of item validity
and usability of the items was judged on the basis of scoring, adminis-
tration, and minimal reading demands upon the students. Two items in
the test: satisfied all eight of the criteria and 106 of them met six
or more of the criteria.

Kernaghan (181) deVeloped and analyzed a pictorial physics test for
grades five and six. One-hundred items in six physics areas were developed
for gradeb one through six. Through the use of pictorial questions in a
multiple choice forMat, 850 students were asked to choose the one that
was true in relation to the stem. The wide distribution of scores for
both tests indicated-the measurement of a wide range of abilities with
respect to the subject's basic understanding of physics. Several other
conclusions led to the general'consensus that pictorial tests can be used
successfully with grades five and six to measure physics principles.

Farrell (106) attempted to construct an audio-visual instrument as
a means of identif,:ing elementary school teachers who were superior in
evaluating science instruction. Use was made of a slide series of 120
kodachrome slid?s depicting good and poor science learning. Findings
showed that teachers rated by their principal as successful Science
teachers may not necessarily recognize quality science teaching. This
implied that personal ability was not the only factor necessary for
recognizing such teaching.

A study. attempting to show the relationship between. mathematical
skills and scientific processes'in the sixth grade was done by Beltran
(32). Major purposes of the study Were 1) to identify and analyze basic
scientific.procesSeS and mathematical skills germane to process teachH
ing of science in the sixth grade and -2) to design and construct two
types-of process oriented science exercises. A sample. of 175 sixth grad-4
ers was used in this study Results indicated that the potential of
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Correlativeprocessteach#gofsciencearldmethematiOs in the sixth
grade which makes use of the structured type of science exercise should
be explored and the suggestion ia/made that furtberexplanatidh of the
efficacy of correlative.process of teaching of science and mathematics
be maoc.

Summary. Studies of measurement and instrument.development were_

severely limited at the elementary level. Limited information was
given on validity and reliability. Usabllity1;eyond the specific tasks
for which the instruments were designed is exeriimely improbable.

Individualized Instruction

Reflecting the rise of Interest and increased usage of individ-
ualized instruction methods in the elementary school, three studies
are reported. The first of these by Yarrison (398) 'was an exploratory
study .of the use of a method of individualizing instruction in the
teaching of science to sixth grade pupils. A purpose 'of the,study was
to obtain data on whether there were differences between children taught
by'individualized instruction and children taught as a whole group in
certain aspects including attitudes, in'terest, pupil iudgementTof teach- .

er behavior, problem 'solving skill; and understanding of science con-
cepts. Twp.groups of sixth grade pupils totaling 75 children were used
in the study. The groups' were similar In mental ability, chronological
age, and proportion of boys and girls. Among the findtngs were that
the pupils in the individualized group were able to learn science_con-
cepts and skills and carry out activities independently. Most of the
pupils stated that they,preferred indiVidualized instruction to group
:instruction. It was recommended that further research be done of a .

similar type comparing individualized instruction and group instruction.

Gain scores in science of students who used individualized science
materials and those who used traditional textbook materials were com-
pared in .a study'by Charles (68). The. main purpose of the study was to
determine if doze tests were sensitive to gain measurement when an in-
dividualized approach and a traditional textbook approach to science

. instrUction were Used.- 'A sample of 300 children equally divided among
boy and girls was used. The instructional program covered three weeks.
Several conclusions' Were'drawn: 1) doze testinatruments-were sensi-
tive to gain measurement;-Z)- the individualized approach to science in-
struction,was not superior tothe traditional science textbook approach
interms..ef cloze test gain scores for the three week period, and 3)
cloze test results were valid measures of reading Comprehension Ability.

Neujahr (240).analyzedteacher-pupil interactions when instruction
was-individualized. A class of sixth grade pupils was video-taped for
a week in mathematics, social: studies, and science. Each of the three
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teachers worked primarily with individuals or sinall groups. Among the
findings were that-teachers and pupils have far different roles in the
two methods of teaching: indiUidualized and traditional. In the indi-

-,vidualized mode; pupils make far more initiatory moves. In this study,
they did 50 percent.of the structuring and 24 percent of the soliciting.
The teacher did over 50 percent more responding. When analyzed sep-
arately fo and girls, it was found that' the average girl made 70
perce more moves the average boy. The girl talked more with the
te er because she initiated a higher percentage of interchanges with
e teacher than did the average boy. It appeared that boys and girls

play the game of individualized learning in different ways.

Summary. Three studies do not provide an adequate asis for rig-
rous generalizations, however, it does,a0ear that some tentative con-
lusions may be drawn. While The evidence does not suggest that indi-

visualized instruction is superior to more traditional approaches in
promoting student achievement, it (lees indicate that with'individuali-
zation,students do learn science concepts and skills, that they can
carry out activities independently, that they make far more initiatory ,V

,moves, and that they prefer this method of instruction. In view of the
fact that these results are all consistent with the recognition of in-7
dividual differences in learners, it seems that further research on the
-utilization of indiVidalized instruction would enable us to move be-
yond the lip-service stage to the effective implementation of an imPor-

t
educational principle.

Inquiry Teaching

A group of studies is now reported concerning inquiry teaching in
the elementary school. The first of these by-Galey (112) related to
the lack of preparation of elementary school teachers to use the new

,elementary science curricula which, employ inquiry. The null hypothesis
of no significant'difference in abilities of two groups of first grade
children to classify objects after one group is taught by inquiry tech-

_ niques in television lessons and the second by the same techniques in
"'classroom lessons was not rejected. Inquiry teaching techniques were
as effective in television lessons as in classroom lessons in helping

first grade children develop and uSe the skills of classification. An-

other conclusion showed that students could be motivated by television
lessons-to continue- experimenting of their -own volition after the close

of the program.

Schlenker (297) attempted to determine whether a physical science
inquiry:development program achieved significantly different results
than a traditionally taught program using similar Science content when
taught to elementary school pupils in grades five through eight. The

sample consisted of 582 pupils in fourteen classes. Among the,conclu-

sions were the following: 1,) children who studied under the inquiry



development progtam achieved significantly greater fluency and produc-
tivity in using the skills of inquiry or critical thinking. The other
two conclusions indicated no significant differences in the mastery of
content or in the retention of'knowledge between the two methods of
study.

Sohmiess (300) attempted to determine whether sixth grade students
could successfully engage scientific investigation. The success of
the students' investigation was measured by their proficiency in solving
selected problems, interest:4.n science, and growth in solving new prob-
lems. Results showed that the question whether sixth grade students
had the ability for scientific investigation could not be answered sta-
tistically. No significant differences were obtained between high,
average, and.low achievers on interest. Thete was no significant dif-
ference between boys and girls on solving selected scientific problefs,
interest; and ability to solve new problems.

In a study by Rains (273, again comparing inquiry centered and
traditional science in elementary schools, the results indicated a.sig-
*nificant.differenie in teacher-pupil'interactionAin the two methods of
presenting-science in the elementary school. The traditional science
teacher had sighificantiy more teacher-pupil Verbal interaction than
did the teacher using an inquiry- .centered learning approach. It was
found that boy-girl interaction was significantly higher in the inquiry
centered learning.science than in the traditional science method.

In at study by Abrahaffi,(1) the effects of'Post-laboratory discussions

P
lli,-Science on selecte. d inquiry skills were investigated. Children in
four simth_gad'e classes, from an inner-city and suburban schopl were
selected for the study.. The effects of two different post-laboTatery
discussions were'investigated 'with' respect to four speciffclinquiry
skills: 'observation,, inference, verification, and classification. Re-
suits indicated that 1), the. instructional program had increased the skill
of observation, but both discussion techniques' were equally effective,
2).divergent discusSion was significantly more effective for de'Veloping
the skill of.formulating inferences from observation, and 3) neither
discussion techhique was more effective for developihg the skills of
verification And claSsification. r

Boyd (48) attempted%to demonstrate that conceptual categorization
behavior of deaf, children could be altered by specific experiences in
the manipulation of objects:\ The Goldstein-Sheerer Object Sorting Test
was used .for the measurement of conceptual categorization behavior.; The

supportedresults upported the rejection\of the null hypothesis that participation
in specific inquiry would cause no significant change in the abstract
categorization behavior of deaf children. This conclusion was justified
in that the conceptuar categorizatiOn,behaVior of deaf children was al -.
tered by specific experiential enrichMent.
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Summary. A feature of the inquiry. studies Worth noting is the ab-
sence of, definitions of inquiry teaching. Aroad characteristicsOof
teacherpupil interaction, questioning, an21'practice of science procdss-
skills seemed to charecterize the type of teaching called."Inquiry" but
tight definitions Were absent. One Would hope that future studieS of

'inquiry'teaching.would begin to clear up the prevalent confusion by
fining the problem and terms carefully.

tS

Comparative, Studies

-

Following is a group-of comparative studies in 61ementary science.
The first of these by Thornton (355) compared the effectiveness of pra
grammed instruction, educational television and traditional teaching.
In this study a 35 item_ multiple choice test Was'used before and'aftdr
instruction of 452 grade six students'in a unit introducing human biol-
ogy. The material was taught bysix linear programmed lessons, six 20
minute television lessons, traditional classroom methods or a combina-
tion of these. The results showed that traditional classroom.teaching
produced significantly'higher student achievement than educational tele-
vision or programmed instruction used alone or in combination and no

.

significant difference'in achiewement.wl)en compared to a Ambination of
aJ1 three methods. Educational television and'programmed instruction
used aJone or in, combination produced no greater achievement than no
science instruction. Information. about the kind of test, whet4r it
was factual, problem solving, reasoning oriented, or some other emphasis,
was unavailable.

In another study, Gallagher (113) compared the effects ofinstruc-
tion,presented in the individual audio-tutorial mode and the teacher
directed group mode. Three hypotheses were formulated. The first was
that, pupils. instructed individually in the audio-,tutorial -mode wuld be
distracted_ from their tasks less than pupils who were instructed as a
groUp. The second hypothesis was that pupils who were individually in-
structed would demonstrate greater achievement on the post-test than
pupils who received group instruction. Hypothesis three 4tated that
pupils' who received their initial sensory input lesson individually
and had subsequent instruction irva.teacher-directed,group would'demon-
strate greater-aChievement on the post-test than pupils Who received
instruction in only one mode.. The findings indicated that hypotheses
one and three were not rejected. However, hypothesis two was rejected
in. this study. Curriculum developers and teachers may conclude-that
instructional tasks should be assigned to various instructional modes
depending upon the outcomes sought.

A study was done hy,Jourdane .(171) to detertine if children who
attended a bilingual math - science center would increase their level
of performance on a test of-problem solving andscientific thinking
to a greater degree!than-would their-Counterparts. Eighty-six sixth
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grade students in an elementary school were tested with the Sequential
Test,of.Educational ProgresS,'SCience 413, developed by ETS. The re-
sults showed that the experimental group which attended the center im-
proved considerably more than did the control group. The author con-
cluded that a math-science center should be a basic part of every bi-
lingual. school.

Wise (392) studied outdoor versus indOor learning in elementary
school science. The problems investigated were: 1) To students acquire
more Science knowledge, more comprehension, and haye greater retention
when taught by the direct experience approach than when taught by out-
door or indoor classroom approaches? 2) Do more students make obser-
vations of the outdoor environment when taught by' the direct experience
than when taught by the other two appgroache:;?- Three fifth grade class- -

rooms, with mtotal of 261 students,. were used in this study. ROsults
showed that significantly more students-in'the direct experience group
had made outdoor observations in relAtion to the science content studied.

Pagano (259) did a comparison of the effects A four teaching
strategies on the acquisition, retention, and transfer of selected sci-
ence concepts in the sixth grade. Results showed that teaching stra-
tegies 4n which concept verbalization took place in the form of student,
summary statements or in_which the concept was not verbalized, hada
significant advantage over opaer treatments, both with respect to im-
mediate recall and retention. Also, teacher verbalization of a concept
was essentially ineffective in producing significantly higher' mean scores
on measures of concept acquisition, retention, and transfer.

Luong (209) attempted to determine the relative effectiveness of 4M
two methods, discovery versus reception, in teaching the principle of
work. The subjects were 80 fifth graders and 80 eighth graders. He.

found that at the eighth grade level the reception approach yielded
better results in both tests than'the..discdvery 4proach. At the fifth
grade level, no statistically significant Alfference was detected but
results also.showed that in both tests eighth. griiders obtained a sig-

.--nificantly higt r score than that achieved by, fifth graders.

.Marshall (218) investigated three methods of science instruction
using fifth level students in a non-graded elementary school. The pur-
pose of the study wat to compare the effectiveness of three methodsof
instruction on science concepts achievement, attitude toward science,
and time needed:to complete the, unit of study'. The threemethod5 were
self-directed independent study, self-directed group Study, and a com-
bination of self-directed independent and group study. Fifty-two chil-

dren in the fifth level served as the.pOpulation sample. Results were
mixed, but, generally all groups showed gain regardless of the method.
used in science concept achievement. All groups showed-Positive changes
An attitudes toward science regardless of the method used. The mean
response-i0.all.groups in attitude toward method of. ipestruction was ,*
'identacal in the.pCsitive-direction..
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A study by Hastings (138) concerned relationships between teacher-
pupil verbal interaction and pupil achievement in elementary school
science. Findings showed that indirect teachers exhibited m re ac-
ceptance of pupils'.idcas and asked more,quesions of their pupils than
did direct teachers. Direct teachers on'the other hand, gav more di-
rections and more criticism than did their colleagues: Ind' ect teach-
cars' classes did not.diffr significantly in ahicvement fr classes

taught by direct teachers. Regardless of the teacher's beh vioral
style, girls made greater achlevTent gains than boys.

Summary. The comparative sendies dealt with local and specific,
matters of coucc!rn. Rabhdr than' attempt to summarize this diverse group,
'the reader is directed to the individual studies for informw:ion.on the
spe6ific problems or methods under comparison.

O

a
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SECONDARY LEVEL

Concept Studies

An interetting pioneer study by Morris (236) utilized word asso-
ciation techniques.in the investigation of changes, ofverkal,behavior
of seventhgrade Pupils in the ISCS program. This was an attempt to .

provide inforMation of use tn. curticulum writers in selecting, sequenc-
ing, and repeating essential verbal interaction among the concept words
in order to facilitate the acquisition of those concepts by pupil's.
This study represents a pre:aminary effort in the development of ales-.
son writing'phradigm. Morris concluded that word association techniques
used in this study could provide information of imme iate use to cur -

riculum writers during the formative evaluation.sta,es of material de-
velopment.

_____Cunningham(84),Icompared concept attainment in modern\and tra-
ditional high school physics course's., Four-hun red eighty -four, stu-
dents participated in the study. A test was designed t.,6 measure stu-
dents' 'abilities, to use their knowledge of the concept "refraction" in
the solutfon of problems. Comparisons showed that die modern physics
groupacquired a significantly greater amount of- knowledge\ of thecpn-
cept than did the. traditional physics group. In general, the results
of this study,supported- Che claim that the_Modern physics course, as
opposed to the traditionaIs.course,.tended:to,emphaslie the de-
velopment of concepts.:

Coleman (77) investigated the achievement in science or ninth grade
.

students enrolled, twowo different integrated science courses. The
first of these was the Earth Science.Curriculum.ProjecESQP), and the

:second was a commercial, integrated ninth grade earth science course.
The main objective was tocdetermine which of these integrated science.
courses was More effective in terms of'St4de,pt achievement in the de-
velopment of interdtsciplinary scienceOncepts. Three-hundred subjects.
were used for a period of nine monthd'in,this study. Resulttshowed
that the ESCP course: was tht.more effectiVe in Student development of
interdisciplinary science concepts.

Baker (22) investigatEtd the role of teaching modelsjn science con-
cept learning in secondary school biology. He explored. the relativb
effeetivenest of two methods of teaching molecular biology to a group.
of tenth grade'students. The experimental group used a. lecture-demon-
stration type presentation with -three dimensional models. The control
group was taught identical Content using only.a lecture approach. Re-

sults showed.' that the experimental, treatment involving the_useof to
and three dimensional modelt of the DNA molecule made elIgnifiCant dif-
ference in subject matter achievement among those students in themOdel
group.
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Summary. Based'on the four studies cited, concept development ap-
pears to be fostered by the use of materials from 'curriculum improve-
ment projects and by manipulative activities.

lb
Attitude Studlrls

go

This section includes three -ubsections: 1) the development of
instruments, 2) attitudes toward subject matter, and 3) miscellaneous

fects of attitudes. The first subsection contains three studies.

The frst'was done by Bauman (28) . His wain effort was to invest:i-
v e the relationships of science interest data using. three instrumental
fdtmats. The'three formats werepe scaled rating, the'block, and the
card so.tt. In the bloc:, format, factors were identifica by the head-
ingS.orAconcepts In the.scaldd rating factors were identified by des-
criptor adjectives or scailes, card or format, factors
were identified-by both adjectives'and concepts.. The sample was 600
high school students fiom 37 classrooms. : His major conclusion was that
format made a si.gnific.lm>< difference in the factor structure.

.4;

Champlin (64) develop d.field tested an instrument' designed to
assess student beliefs.about the attitudes toward science and scientists.
His results ihdicated'that studentattitudes:were positively correlated
with school setting, grade level, and se,'while thete wasnegative
correlation between'studLnt attitudes and-belief spores. He concluded
that an accurate understanding pf science' and scientists.mas.not'prere-
cluiSite 'to-having a favorable-gattitude toward science .and scientists.
He also concluded thAsibdent aptitude .was a primaly factor in associ-'
ation with belief and attitude -scores while school setting was of second-
ary importance: .

Moore .(234) made.* efforteto de 'clop, field teSt, and validate a
Scientific attitudeinve'ntory., The inventory consis/ted of twelve. basic.
attitudes broken downiinto four subsets:, 1) positt(re intellectual,.
2) negative.intelleetUal, 3) positive emotional, and 4) negative emo-
tional. Three items were statistically controlled`, namely the pre -test
score, the IQ, and the science. grade point average.. He foUnd that the-
treatments given to the experimental groups were/more effective in pro-
ducing positive charige in the.assessed. attitUdes than was the treatment _

given the control grpup. Detailedexplanation of the-treatmentsart
fonnd in the report. Analysis of'the data.ind'icated the inventory was
appropriate with biology'as well as with physiCal science classes.

The second.subSection of the study of attitudes deals with attitude
toward subject' epics. Glass (119) did a study which involved a de-

-velopmertt of an instrument to determine a. teacher's and student's
educational objectives in the affective domain for high school biology.
Based on the responses of'the scale, a prOTile of educatiorjal objectives
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in the akfecti,e domain was developed.. Glass used a statistical tech-
.; nique to match the profile of each of hi's students to the profile of

each teacher. lie suggested that the instrument may be used to :study
transfer of the objecttire in the.affeetive domain from teachers to stu-
dents.

Krahm (192) investigated attitudes and'oplpions of principals and
teachers involved in an experimental earth'science program. Forty -fuu;

principals and sixty-three tuachers, representing 55 percent of the
original sample, returned the questionnaire. The findings were 1) the
principals were more open than were the teachers .according to their r(:-
sponses on a dogmatism scale and had higher commitment scares as mensu,J.d
by the science, support scale; 2) the principals'. perceived belief sys-.
temg were related positively to their appraisal of the nature of the
program, studentlearning, and teachers' qualifications; and 3) the
principals' perceived level of science.commitment was related to their
appraisal of student learning while the teachers' perceived level of
science commitment was related positively to their evaluation of the
nature of the experimental program.

In a study of the attitudes of high school students toward air
pollution, Swan (343) deVeloped and tested an instrument to assess at-
titudes and coping responses to air pollution and to gain insight into
the factors influencing these attributes. The population consisted of
173 senior high school boys. Their concern for air pollution was mea-

- gored by two instruments: a forced-choice questionnaire which paired air
pollution control with twelve other prbblem solving programs for cities,
and two stories describing a specific air pollution aituation,,ask4 g
the subject how much time he would be willing to spend working on solving,-
the problem.- Scores indicated ,air pollution was viewed as a relatively
serious problem.

In an effort to study the attitudes of high school chemistry stu-
dents .toward biology, Weinstock and.Wattevs (370 compared attitudes
of .65 students towards, biolOgy and chemistry. They Also related such
things as chemistry grades, differential aptitude test scores, and grade
point average. They found several significant differences in attitudes -
of students toward the two 'subjects in areas of encouragement to do re-
search, modernity of the courses, value of lectures, and value for col-
lege preparation.

Troyer (359) investigated the influence of teachers' and students'
educational set and the teachers' flexibility on student achievement
in biology.(ESCS Yellow Version). He feurid.that conceptual students

achieved significantly higher. than factual students and that student
achievement was significantly higher under a Conceptual teacher. There
was also a significant positive correlation between-teachers' scores
on the Educational Set Scale and the Philosophic-Mindedness.Scale.



Amos (11) surveyed-the-Opinions of blologyteachers about the Jm-t
portante of the scientif ic method and - related ii to the General Cprt'ifi-
cate of Education examination provided in England. The results indicated
that the teachers saw a need to include the scientific method in their
teaching, but the General Certificate of Education presented the stu-
dents with facts and not: the scientific method.

Simpson (313) studied the effect of teacher science support as
measured by the Science Support Scale to gain normative data on the
instrument for use with high school students. He used 24 tenth fyrade
biology teachers in a- large system and also obtained data from 618 stu-
dents. In the first phase he found a negative relationship between the
Science Support Scale value of teachers and that of the students. In

further study he found that students had difficulty understanding suveral
items of the scale, items such as homosexuals, sex deviants, religion,
God, Godlessness, and women. lid concluded that the Science Support scale

was not an appropriate instrument for measuring science support among
high school students.

Fiegel (107) attempted to determine the elements which influence
the selection of high school cheMistry. Ale. surveyed 300 tenth grade hi-q
ology students, 51 counselors and 43 chemistry teachers. The rank order
for the first eight criteria deemed' important for tenth grade students
to consider prior to making their decision regarding the selection of
chemistry were: ability, vocational goals, interest, -science grades, col-
lege plans, Math-preparation, student +drive and. scholastic averap.e. Fie-

gel concluded that tenth grade biology students, high school counselors
and high school chemistry teachers thought along similar decision making
lines when considering,the selection of high school cheMistry.

. Waltz-(372) studied-the chemistry laboratory behaviors which affect
,scientific understanding and attitude development.. The study was de-
signed to delineate a list ofhehavioral practices and to determine which
contributed most to the two areas cited above. These were mea\sured on
the baSi.s of the.Test On. Understanding SCience (TOUS) and the V`itrogan
Attitude Scale (VAS) . The resultsof the study indicated that .) rirr:le
of the 18 behavioral practices investigated contributed to a hettr
titude toward science as measured.by VAS,-2) only one of Lhe. behavioral
Objectives, namely the practicing of the behavior of. relating principle:-;
from one subject area to another, Was significant, and 3) none of the
18 behavioral practices as measured by TOUS indicated a contribution to
a better understanding of the methods and aims: of science.

Hecht (1.40) studied student attitudes in the Introductory,Physical
Scierirte course (IPS). This study involVed-480 students. A random
sample of 60 traditional physical science and 60 non - science students
comprised a statistical group comparison designed to test attitudinal
outcomes of a traditional course. The: groups had equivalent IQ scores,
math scores, readingseores, and ages and had equivalent scores for 17
of the 18 attitude factors on the pre Lest. The conclusions of tho
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study indicated 1) there were no significant differences in the atti
tude towards con!.,pts of the semantic: differential instrument: by
in students over the period of a school year, 2) there was signifi-
cant difference demonstrated in the attitude towards the six concepts
by in students over a calendar year, and 3) there was no signyirani
difference between the attitudes of in and non-science students.

Milson (228) developed and evaluated physical science materials
designed to improve the attitudes of the secondary school slow learner.
He found that the presence of physical science instructional materials
caused a significant improvement in attitude. toward science and toward
the science laboratory.

Kendall (180) usTd selected high school physics students to study
the scientific behaviors promoting an understanding of science and a
positive attitude toward science. He uSed.a list of 19 overt behaviors
and found one that correlated with their understandings of science and
five that correlated With the students' attitude toward science.

Ko:th (190) attempted to assess -student:;' understandings of the
relationship between science, technology, and society. The responses
of seienco oriented and non-science oriented high school students.were
compared. In this study science oriented students showed a more posi-
tive attitude. toward .science, a better undersTanding of the nature of
the scientific enterprise, and a more realistic conception of the char
acteristics of scientists. Non-science oriented students were weakest
in areas related to the nature of science and the characteristics of
scientists

Hug (151) studied :attitudes of students toward independent study..
He chose 436 high school biology students .and divided them into four
groups; three experimental and one control. Tha-three experimental
groups involved small group lecture, large group lecture, and independ-
ent study. He found that tItere-was no significant dilferenceon,achieVe-
ment, but a questionnaire administered at the 'close. indicated a sub,
stantially higher positive attitude toward expriments by student§ dn
the independent study section.

. A

The.remaining two studies deal with the climte of the classroom.
The first one by Ackerson .(2) deals with the relatonship between or-
ganizational climate and the biology,student's perception of biology
practices. The organization theory. of the authenticity of interactions
be.twe'en the principal and the biology teacher and between thefaculty
and the.. biology teacher was the focal point of this study. Findings
showed 1) there_yas no relationship between authenticity and the bi
olegy curriculMm practices present within the school,,2) males perceived
the biology practices differently than did females, 3) the biology: teach-
er's perception of the esprit of the school correlated significantly
with the biology laboratory practices,'and 4) the biology teachers viewed
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the climate of the school as being more open than did the other faculty'
members.

Clark (74) determined Whether the so-called two Cultures gap be-
tween'the. humanities and the sciences, as publicized by Snow, existed

4

in the high school, and so, how wide was it and what,was its nature?
Investigation involved the'teachers of the humanities and the, teachers
of the sciences in the schools. The results indicated no discernible
culture gap in the high school. There was some evidence that the two
groups had differing attitudes towards the function and importance bf
science teaching in the schools. Data revealed no significant diffe--
ence between the two .groups and their personal attitudes towards each
.other. There vas. some evidence that: teacher's in both groups felt that
science was a more, prestigious subject today than the humanities. The
results indicated that each group had a greater knowledge of the key
names and terms from its own cultur'e than from another culture- There
was no .evidcuce that science teachers knew inure of the humanist culture
than did the humanities teachers of -the scientific culture.

Summary_. Attitude stndieS are important current topics of consid-
eration. Al. this point th,!re are still few studies which involve the
development of measuring devices. 'Attitudes are often used to study
other- phases of education. In the it is necessary to study the
effects of attitudes on the other issues and Lopis, and to develop more
precise measuring instruments.

Materials Studies

. In. this section thirteen studies which deal with multi-media, audio-
tutorial, and programmed instruction are considered. Ca:;teili (62).in-

vestigated th& effect of single topic inquiry films in BSCS biology upon
critical thinking ability and process skills. His study consi3tcd of a
four gtoulf design and used the Processes of Sciende Test. and the liatnon-
Glaser CrittalTh.f.nking Apprajsal. 1:esults indicated that critical
thinking -rIbility could 'be jmproved an inquiry metlled'of instruc-
tion in bioloy.. The .process skills appeare d. unaffected:1)Y the use of
the inquiry lilms.

Volker (367) made an effort to compare a multimedia system Per
teaching high school hiolcc;y with a conventional approach. Twelve sec-
tions of students taking high school biology were divided into six sec-

. tions-each.of experimental and control. Theoontrol group was. taught
by the lecture-demonstration laboratory method. The experimental groups
were taught through eprogrammed.audiotutorial !::ype tealnique. The

major conclusion of this study was that the multi-media system for
teaching high school biology could be superior to. ,a traditional method
in causing gainSin achievement and attitude. the personality factor
measured showed little relationship to-. the type of instruction.
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Woodman (31(x) studied theinflnence of Physical Science Stuiy
/- C(-.eittee. (PSSC) Films on cerLain lcArn:ng outcomes. fly recommended

that teachers select films on elite is other than achievement or ender-
stan.9ing.of science. These might ilclude choosing film:; to stimulate
interest,. to break up class monoto v, to supplement laboratory V011. Or

to. increaue the range and scope of the course.

Gates (l15), using 10() poor readers, analyzed the effectiveness
of audio tapes when used as a suiplement to the Intermediate Science
Curriculum Study. Among the fi dings were that students in the experi-
mental group 1).had a signific.ncly greater preference for science as.
measured by the Prouse.Subjec Preference Test, 2) achieved course
principles and concepts to a ignificantly greater level.as measured
by the printed ISCS final. ex mination, 3) had a significantly erecter.
science vocabulary reading ,rade level and a greater ovrall readiw;
vocabulary as measured by tine California Reading Test.

. Waine (369) compared' the effectiveness of a programed text with
more customary instructional methods in teaching chemistry topics to
biology Students. lie also investigated if such instruction 11;,(1 an

effeet on the final achievement in biology. This study incle;:ed 326

stddonts in it biology classes 90 employed three Chemistry teaehine
techniques:. 1) programmed text', 2) customary classroom instruction, and

:3) no classroom instruction. Findings indicated that the preerarmed
strir..tion. was superior to other methoaa,in achieving che:Astry lu
They.also indicated that the knowledige of fundamental eemiF.Ivy 01.d not
appear,toimProve biology achievement. In another phase of the sLIO,y
.he determined that taking time from biology instruction to teach. chel.1-
istry fundamentals did not'detractfrom achievementein biolory.

A study by Adelman (3)..involved a streettlred approach to teaching
a sciance ,principle. using a programmed instruction fil:fl He used this
aperoach-in grades. 7 -9 and.conclUded that a,progruoied.fAm was au ef-
feetjvc technique_ for teaching the principle of a i,lendnjum.. hL alsb
'co, ;, :deet.that the rule may be useful for eighth Jr ninth erede
:1.jeets hut giving the rule to seventh grade subjects is detrielental
for lc-laming.. Ile- also Sound:that:itdsneeessary.to'inc.lude ins:trUe-.
tion that allow:; for the exclusion of irrelevan% variaties..

it,

Steoman (332) studied the effects of prior knowledge of behav-
ioral objectives on cognitive learning outcomes. when using programmed
materials. The population was.a high schOol genetics'elass of. 144
st.,dents. Aie concluded that varying the form of behavioral obje'ctives
did riot significantly affect.the achievement, but mental ability and
motivation both significantly affected achievement.

Marshall (217) completed a study involving the writing and use
of a programMed text covering e 'ected-subjects in general. biology.
She found that the exparimen 1 group showed no significant.diffe,rence
over the control .i!roup in e.a scores, mid-term examinationscores, or
on t',e final 0-1minzprio:i. deterMined that the experimental Troup
cbmpleted a larger percenre.ee of the.assignment tiJan did the control



g) ow,. The stl:deuts who used the program indicated that they lked
for;. of instiuolon.

Noody (230) coneited Ln experimcntal study to evaluate tho achiee-
ment of Rlow learners using a linear or a modified linear fern, it to
prop Instruution 11 BSCS I;aterials. 'Based on th, 1;tudy
of pTht-test 'scores and the sub-tot;t :;coies3,the modified Lio:ff for-
mat 1as the moreeffective in terms of achievement.

si.rvey was done by Thompson (35) to investigate' the ey.tent of
chares in the level of abstraction and the style of presentatieu in
high school biology materials during 1960-68. Data from this :.tad,, ap.-7
peared to support the generalization that the difference; in the nature
of high school biology materials of the early 60's and .rle hiO4 sclool
biolLgy materials of 1968 were less than the differences between dif-
fe-ceut materials within the 'respective periods of time. Tie 1968 .ma-
teri.ls were written at a slightly higher level of abstraction and they
were less descriptive and more activity oriented.

Pottenger (269).-Jsed.the theory of, the disciplinary structuralists
to evaluate the BSCS Yellow Version. 'He concluded that this version
placed minimal stress on disciplinary structures. Like structures
preferentially attributed to the unified whole, The concept of bioley
as a composite of disciplines was fouhd to be.underdeveleped in che mL-
terials investigated.

Kastrinos and. Voss (177). reporIed the results of a -uestionnaire
given. to students taking the College Board Achievement 'fest in Bioloo
to determine which topics they remembered studying in thc.ir Eirst-year
'biology courses. They.concluded that remembered topics were hiphly
correlated with textbook emphasis. The investigators also reported on
the second phase of the questionnaire given to students takiw,, tlit7. Col-
lege Board Achievement Test in Biology to determine .their laboratory
background and classroom experience in their second-year biolos:-. :.course.
They .ricluded the time spent in laboratory varied greatly and that ex-
'ercisex, from °Cher sources were.frequently used as Supplementary to the
prepaled textbook manual. ,

H ller (146) conducted a study to determine the readability of
selected tenth grade biology text materials. The text chosen was
Biological. Science: Patterns and Processes. Using the Dale -Chad and
Yoakam formulas and the.cloze procedures he found that the text did
not show: a trend-in readability from easier to more difficult: materials
and that readability-limits existed when the text was to beused for
below7average reader in the tenth grade.

Summary. Studies relating to materials were much in evidence dur-
ing 1970. Theystressd a varied approach and indicated that auxiliary
approaches are an aid to learning Nearly evely.study showed some sig-
nifInt difference in co(,,nitive achievement when compared with tradi-
tionr0 materials An nrea not. stressed but worth,: of
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study is the relationship between varied teaching mat(ials and the
achievement of. affective objectives.

Methods of Instruction

Koyanagi (191) attempted to determine the relative effectiveness
of two methodologies to. improve seventh grade students' ability in
problem solving. He found that lower TQ seventh. grade,

0
students' abil-

ities could be improVed-within &time limit of fifteen4a minute periods
of instruction utilizing e.ithor teacher planned. or individually ascer-
tained procedures.

Schu-ck (304) conducted studies_on set-induction Ls an instructional
strategy.. Using the BSCS materials he found :dgnifiCantly Ireater achieve-
ment when teed-Jett inCoi-porated set-induction techniques, The purpose
of set - induction was to focus the student on a path of orientation--
transition-: operation-- evaluatiorl.

Wolfson (394) sought to determine the relative effectiveness of
indirect/direct instruction on achievement and ret Ition in cheristry
and general science. The results indicated that significantly higher
achievement: and retention of learning was generated by a teacher With a
high I/b ratio as compared to a teacher with a much-lower !/D ratio.
Because not all groups'showed the effect on achievemenr, all did in

. retention. it appeared that retention tests were a better measure of-this
effect.

Airasian (6) studied the use of hierarchies in the analysis and
planning of chemistry instruction. He found a high degree of agreement
in hierarchy placement' among teachei:;. .The tenCiers'evaluative.coN,Ients
revealed many lower level-cognitivcrbehaviors and a 1,:ck of relationship
between the content element's.

In a study by Jones and Blankenship, (170) a corlation between
biology teachers' pupil control ideology and classrOom teaching prat
rices was made.. The classrOom teaching practices Were!those recommended
byBSCS. TheStudyinvolved 168'teachers and '2,040 studentS. The use
of inquiry methods in laboratory appeared to be lessrelated to the
teachers' pupil cont;:ol ideology than the use of inquiry methods in
other clasSroom activities.

Babikien'(21) studied the relative effectiveness of teaching con
cepts by discovery,' laboratory and expository methods, Ile found, by
the measurements used in this study,-that the expository method.and
laboratory' method Were significantly more effective than the discovery
method in overall achievement, verbalization of concepts, recognition
of concepts, and application of concepts to numerical proliems.' Stu-
dents found all three methods interesting, but somewhat surprisiru;ly
mcAtoof them considered the e:pository method the easiest, clearest
and the bust: mcthod for tiochin,74 science.
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Zubulake (401) investigated the "learning by discvc.ry" contro-
0.1 P.. us( 1 three seventh grOde science classes am; -11:;ed discovcry,
!u:clud discovery and prowamed truction a, the exyrimeutal treat-

lhe findings of the study faYored the guided discovery approach
as nn cf-frFri-V1-Thl..1W,T of science teaihing.,

Dennison (92). ceopared the relative effectivenesS of .a verbal ap-
proach and a guided discovery anprOach to teaching of :Iolucted science
principles at the seventh and ninth grade level of cognitive develop-
ment. He found a significant difference favoring the guided approail
for the seventh graders ar4d the verbal approach for ninth graders.
There was no significant differendc in retention or transfer of learn-
ing with eitherapproach.

Uolford and Kempa (145) investigated the effectiveness of stereo-
scopic presentation in impr,ving visualization of spatial relationships
in structural chemistry. Two type of. programs were employed, one '.1 th
phctographs and a lenticular stereoscope and the other with a single
photograph. They concluded that the use of the stereoscope in horh the
proi;ram and the test led to significantly better test results.

Shafer (308) conducted a.study to determine whellicr the uso of the
computer as a reinforcement tool and the use of the inductive method of
instruction in' the chemistry. laboratory produce higher achievement score!:
than more traditional methods. The results of this study indicated that
the inductive approach and/or the use of thecomputely in (-.1.;mi.ry lab-
oratory instruction increased the .student's unclitaraiin science:

significantly more than conventional methods.

Garren (114) investigated the hypothesis that tenth grade biology
students .could learn certa:n physics cof,ce;,ts interjected into.a pro-
oremmed unit of biology instruction. He concluded that uhe addition of
physics as a complete ,course at the end of the biology c-ours or as.in-7
verjections at intervals throughotit the. biology course did 11::t: signifi-
an.7y change the success on either the factual, direct-recall or the
functional, higher-level biology questions on, either the achievement or
retchtiOn'tests

Fulton (k11) made a comparison of two methods of instruction in
BSCS biology. The results favored the individualized approach-to in-
struction. Students in this section achieved more, understood the mean-.
i.ng of science better, grew more in their ability to think critically,
developed a better attitude toward the study of biology*and rated the
teacher higher in his ability to make the materials.. understandable,
than did Students'in conventional sections.

Holliday (147) analyzed. Science instruction _techniques using dif-.
ferent media in learning and testing modes.. This study involved 350
tenth grade biology students. .Results indicated no advantage:Other.gin
presenting the verbal information using'a combination of audio and
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printed media simultaneously or i using the same media in the learning
and testing session.

A study by Falls (105) was iesigned to determine the effects of
research papers and reports on tnderstanding science when Used in. sec-
ondary school physics. The stu y involved 20P students in nary ird Pro-
ject Physics, with one group using the-textbook and the other group
usng the Reader. Falls found that the group with the Reader cored
significantly higher on understanding the nature. and processe.; of sci-
ence. The group that studies with the Reader also scored sipnificantly
higher on the Test On Unders ending Science and exhibited greater con-
ceptualeset after the study.,

Thelen (35.2) conducted:a study in the use of advance organizers
and guide material in viewing science motion pictures with 349 ninth
grads. students. She conclOded that the use of advance organiZers and
guide material when used alone or in combination did not-result in
statistically significant:differences in learning. Students who did
notTise guides demonstrated a significantly negative .:11anee in attitude
towar.lqflotion pictures as instructional tools.

Breedlove and .'essert (51) evaluated the use of an "Electric Black-
board" in the teaching:ofhigh school physics. The leCtures originated
from the university to,studento teachers working in the classroom. Stu-

' dents did significantly better on the-post-test as compared to. the pre-
-

test. There was, however, a significant number of students vAlo did not
like receiving lecture notes over the "electric blackboard",

' Andriette (15) compared teacher demonstration and small group lab 4

oratory methods Of-instruction on the acquisition and retention of sci-
ence knowledge. He found no significant difference in knowledge'learn-
ing, but comprehensive leariiing was significantly.improved.

Berne (36) analyzed 'the effects of different -ape,_-aches to teach-
lee:- on certain aptitudes using the Introductory Physical. Science (IPS)
course. 1 -e concluded that achievement in science was. greatest amnn.f,,--'
students eof tri'is.new":.approach:The fineW".apProach also ci.,yeloped
more significantly the aptitudes of verbal reasoning, numerreal
and space relations:

Summary.. Studies of methods of. instruction varied greatly... A.
great number of.them were comparative in nature and stressed such.methode
as team teaching, problem solving, use of objectives,.computer assistance,
individualization and use 'of multi-media. it would seem that this con-
tinues to.be one of the most popular areas of research. At the same
time; really new and ingenious-methods are lacking..

In many of the4studies reported, lack Of clarity with respect to
validity and reliability of instruments used and the extremely short
time range over which experimental factors were applied create real.
Auestions.concerning the validity of results obtained. Conflicting.
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results appear from st:emingly similar studies. Historically, "methods".
research has borne out the maxim .that "any method works order cartain
'circumstances and In she hands of a competent teacher". ,,ode' of

research here reported seems ndt to refute that observtion.

Laboratory Practices

Six studies are reviewed in the area of laboratory practices. A

study by Shaver (30) dealt with the effect of laboratory teaching strat-
egy on. pupil' task Irientation. He used.the Laboratory :interaction Anal-
ysis instrument and the :Internal Alersus'Externa] Control of. Reinforce-
Iment Scale. The s mple consist d.of 44 students evenly divided, into .

two sections. On strategy was inquiryoriented and the other was teach-
er directed and c ntrolled. T11 investigator concluded, among other
things, that ther was no sign Leant effect.attributoblc to laboratory
practice on pupil task.orienta ion and that there was a.hip,h corrOation
among the judges ho rated pup 1 task orientation from 'student laboratory
reports.

Charen (67) 'compared The effectiveness of the open - ended dhomistry
laboratory with the laboratory on critical thinking. He

fouhd no significant differen.c as measured by sneiit tests and
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinkine'Appraisal.

Norman (250) surveyed 1:0 secondary biology teachersto.detoriAne.
the ty of various tjpes of laboratory designs. Survey re-'
salts incl,ic,:ted that the split lecturelaboratory design was the most ef
fesctive_for the instructiouai modes of independent study, small group in-

- st*tiqn, and .large group instruction. 'The most frequent tecommenda-
tiOns for ..ncreasing effectivenss included more Itint.tiOnal tables,

\.

ventilatiol systems, student st:a.ion!;, room .aarkenin,,,, facilities. more

storage s ace, more space for individual acti7ities and more
service\ohtlets.

Best ' \(3°) made a study of the Arrelates.of.student decision makingc-
in.the secendary.sehool biology laboratory. She. found that teachers were_-
perCeived aS\makingabout.three.itimeS as.mapy-78e4sions as thestudents
during labOraoryT activities. fn Only six of the 33 classes did the
students perceive that they made as many or more decisions as did the
teacher. She iUrther found that 'student decision making was not signifi-

. cantly correlate\with.elther- the problem orientation or the students'
pception of the\student relationships.

.

Latham (201) surveyed the percent of instructional time spent in
the laboratory.. He found large variances, with ,25 percent of the claSses
surveyed/ spending lesa\thap ten percent of the time and only thirteen
percent spending more Oan half the time in the laboratory- The.most
frequent response-was 2O\percent. The percent. also depended on the
course being offered. T1 relationshipf quantity of equinMent and
laboratory facilities to tjle amount of laboratory time was not

.



. A sohewhat different type of study concerning a vi.tal facet of
sCence Leaching was done bylirennan (52). it concernod s,;fety in
the high school.scier,ce program. The -purpose of the :.study wore to
identify the types of accidents and the areas in which they occurred
in high school biolov,y, chemistry, apd physics laboratories, the con-
tributing factori3 that cause accidents, and slit: Preventive no.asures
practiced and their success Four-hundred thirty.scieuce,t-eachers
from all 50 states wire .survey Some of the conclts were:
1) there was .little correlation of the number of'iirS of leaching ex-
perience wieh the number of laboratory accident-ST, 2) there was, no sip,-
nificant relationship of labdratory accidis with various ,schoul en-
rollment groups, '.3) generally, remedial groups had. less accidents than
general accelerated or advanced placement groups and advanced place-
ment groups in general had the most accidents, 4) class enroilmonts

,

had a significantrelationshiP to the number of laboratory accidents
and as laboratory space was increased accidents decreased, 5) those
laboratories in which the laboratory and classroom,vere in diffareni:-
rooms had the number of-accidents, and 6) fewer accident:; oc-
curred in ffiboratories with individual laboratory stations, and those

,t(
schools in Which safety progra were a part of the curriculum. bad less
accidents than those without 7afety programs. Chetistry was mole-prone
to laboratory accidents-than either biology or physic13.

.

Summary. Few'stdiep were completedin'the area of laboratory
practices. Of the si- sttYdies,. one -: s---bn facilities and two were of

is
a survey nature. -Ths would-seem.to-indicate a satisfaction with the
present laboratory *LAIR. MA.l surveysurveys generally revealed areas of
concern in the adeqacy of laboratory,-facilities, research studies of
facilities lesign a'nd usage are sparse. This is somewhat surprising

.--

considering the emkhasis on laboilatory work by all_the major :.;cienr,e'
. ( :-

curriculum projects.. It would seem this area of instruction m ',1.-"us'ser-
ious consi .ti.o4 for futurFresearch..

,,--" a

7-7-
/
Studies

-ISc enteen-studles were reviewed area of curriculum. Tne,:c
include the fields of biology,- chemiStry, -physics, earth scienCCi
and in ovative efforts. Obradovicet al. (255) attempted-tb.idyinti'
the fa tip/7s affecting the implementation.Of nett curricgda. The

study indicated that effective,implementation-of'new curricula' required
the p ovision.of assistance, and support-to curriculum personnel,- a
total curriculum plaa,-appropriatc in- service education, ontinUal cur-
ricu, um evaluation, and curriculum revision.

Wiit.son (393): examined the -effect of a Math cial approach to
to chink cell structure and physiology and the robability aspects of
ge etics on student achievement and attitudes. Be found that the.vari-
a ion in anproach had ,no effect-on students' attitudes on the place of
tnematics tn_society, but-that_there was a lateral transfer effect
the nchi- OCVMM171-..

,

1.0W topic of the cell a lnda vertica tfr,ns-

er effc,ct on the achievement scor eir,gEno.zi c3 topic.



Iwo investigators made evaluations of the BSCS curii la, Strauss
M.7) de:,ip.ned a system for,analyzing research, reports an concluded
that the case" for BSCS %ha's ).:It to he proved. Mayer et,pf'. (r)j'made
an evaluation of B:oloLi.;.al Science.:..-Patterns and Proceses. lie found

a'significant correlation be t_Yeen reading 'comprehensiou and achievement.

Hardy (132) analyzed the al..hievemen.Land level of .critical thinking
of students injAlEn study and traditional chemistry. He used 208 stu-
dents in ten chemistry clas'Se!; and found'dlat students in'T.fln study
achieved the objectives better 'than those in a traditional alas... He
also found that thEre was no signUfcant difference in the effect on
critical thinking between'the two approaches-:'

,

In another study, Ramsey (274) designed an insCrILrent; to investi-
gat .the development of chemistry content by CHEM stud:. teachers. Com-
monatterns of content ,development were identified. lhe'results of the
.study. suiiETA-t-642t .the Lc0Cher'S in the sample adopted a deductive
teacher-oriented approach to teaching chemistry content .

Lewis (204) made astqy to dete6ine if trainildn--:vi,S-uaI---spar

- perception could alter achAverent iii thetUd of waves. and optics.
The results of the study showed that there was a sicmificqAt increase7
in the. visual space p'exception of the students wholw trained in this-

. ,
aptitude. Tire study failed to show a transfer'of learning to alter
achiev4ment on the topics of waves and optics.

In another studvSchneiderwent (3m) explo the effect. of using

havioral, objectivs on-- the cnnitive achiement of -1341 studcInts in
Harvard Project Physics. The experimental mbthod-Of instruction proved'
to be more effective tlran theconventional method of instruction for
boys, but both method's were equaaly effective for girls. Boys .achieved

significantly higher in both groups.,

/// Poet (268) sn died 016 r aCion of,critic thi.;:,4.ng to PSSC and

/no..,PSSC physics prograMs"- He found little evidence !.o the

/ belief that, elther 11- 3SSC-or the non-PSSC courses were more effective
in developing-VT cal thinking.

A,sur; by Bila and tligh (38) involved 112 'schools an'?, 6.5.ptuT.
_ - . _

dents: They found that 46 percent of the schools used the "odern PhysJcs.
text by Dull, Metcalf andA-Kllians and-AT percent used le,PSSC materials
with the most.coMmon -ilne interval being 55 minute Aveperiods a

A a ti
Several studi6S dealing with the Ear Science Curriculum Project

(ESCP) were reported. Henson (142),==an effort to identify the earth
science principles pertinent to the general.

used
programs in junior

high .school us. He presented the procedures sed to identify principles
in astronomy,,geology, meteorology, oceanography and physital geography.
The studyIxesulted in a list o,f;108'eartiT science principles ranked on
an investigator-onstructed scale'.

_
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ge Flores (109) reported the :results of a questionnaire sent to.teach-
ers who were involved in a. National Science Foundation Earth Science ,"

r
Institute. Data were tabulated for regional areas of the United %Statesi-
concerning earth science enrollment, grade level, laboratory course,
field trips, advanced peurses,and student interest. ^

o

Hensoll (143) studied; the achieVement of ESCR)Students from different ,

socioeconomic backgrounds'. lie found a significant diffcence between the
upper= and middle gr,oupes'wellas Uetweee the upper and lower, and con-
cluded--that more a.ppropriate materilas should be provided for the lower
socioeconomic students. in ehe EartirScience Curriculu6 Project.

tb,

In an effort to study the teac'tion of pupils to the. Nuffield 'Sci-
ence Teaching Projett Trial Materials, Meyer'(224) studied 1,226 Fifth
,Form (Trade. 11-12) pupirs...11e concluded that b'oys were more interestea
in the mater,idels than were'girlS. The Nuffield roject re:-oduced an

proveeent-in-science attitudes for girls, but not for,bey%. The study
-also Bhov:,e0."that the NtIffield Project .was most influential in the im-
provement' of ovkr...-all ScientiElc orientation, even'though the influence
in physiCs,was ntgafive.or boys. ea '.

Bingham et L. (43) reported on the-Demonstration of an Improved
Science CurritUlum for Underachieving Students (DISCUS) program. This

report was 'rased on the premise Cat if underachieving junior high school
youth are sep4.erated from theft.. more suecessful peers and provided with

/ a series of meaningful activities using a directed discovery
an improvement in their attitudes. toward thee} :elves, their. teacher, and
their school will be displayed. :the study indicated that a preferential
treatment of disadvantaged students in sucCess-orientez1 slience classes
improved their attitude toward the school and' school personnel and:this
growth continued when the student was given relevant small group lab-
tyratory activities.-

Durst (100) tempered three courses of physical scic,-,ce; namely:
tre, 'banal physic0 science, Interaction of Matter and Energy; (TE)
and Introductory Ffiysical Science (IPS). This studyin:Iicated,that

s.,students in INF stored highest on the Test On Understanding Science and
on the lowa.Test of Educational, DeveloPmen, while students in the tra-

-.ditional, program scored highest. on the-Science Research Associates
Achievement Series.

A somewhat different study was conducted by Motint (231), whose .
purpose was, to develop for those interested in secondary school sci-
ence, sequence information coneetning'greade placement level. for high
school physics, diffusion or integration of physics with other sciences
and moehodsc:o use to inctease.physics'enrollments. Information was
obtained-partially through the search.ofeTelated literature and through
the analysis of data concerning physics .enrollments. Conclusion were.:

1) that there "was no scientific.. research found to justify limiting'
physics to juniors and.. seniors, 2),other.selectednatiOnsprovide
physieS for their pupils before they reach-the secondary schools, 3)
some schopis.in the UtYiced States heal reported eucCeseful fusion ore
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integ;ntiou of physics, chemistry, and biology,. 4 sratistical analysis
of dar.;,. showcd no significant diffcrence between, he achievement of
sophomores and juniors and seniors, and 5) statis,ical analysis sHowed
a highly significant increase in physics enrollment when sophomores were
permitted to enroll in the course.

Summary, Most Of the studies relating to curriculum dealt with a
_

review of the older curriculum projects.' Very little effort was made
to design new and alternative sups:est:ions: Ffforts in-the area of hu-
manistic science for today's schools are needed.

Teacher Education and Teacher Traits

Bartholomew (27) attempted to determine the effect of earth science
instructional models on the investigative teaching behavior of exper-
ienced science teachers. His purpose was to ascertain if experienced
science teachers would modify their teaching behaviat-after observing
and study]ng an-instructional model. Twenty-seven experienced science
teachers participated in the study. The investigator found that teach-
ers did change their investigative teaching behavior after seeing:an in-
st2vtional model. Teachers viewing a videotaped instructional model
immediately prior to teaching had the greatest immediate gain- in inves-
tigative teaching behavior. Television teaching techniques in almicro-
teaching format were found to be effective in changing the teaching be--
havior of. experienced science teachers.

In another study of changes in teacher .behavior, Jackson (157)
attempted to evaluate the effects of an inservice program on the behavior,
of earth science. teachers: The program had. a., ten week summer course that
emphasized content and local field studies. It was desired to change
teacher behavior to a more laboratory oriented appi:oach.. The investi-
gator found that teachers changed the way they thoup,ht.they were-teach-.
ing, toward an inquiry approach following the inservice pi ---,,ram. This
st.0.,... Ln4cated again that positive results usually .can be obtained in
a speclfit\gpal directed type. of activity.

Zurhellen (402)"evaluated attitude changes among science teachers
during an ESCP inservice institute. The purpose was to ascertain 'the
attitude' changes of science teachers in a concentrated academic year earth
science institute. Seventy-five teachers and 20 leaders were involved inAthe y- r long program. Some of group leaders exerting,
the gr atest positive influence in bringing about attitude changes were
identified. Among these were high self opinion and high congruency of
self perception with the teacher's perception of the leader.

A study by Osborn (258), while having a rather local origin in a
single state, can.probablybe generalized to a larger pOpulation. Os-

'born aftemptedto determine the qualifications o,I biology teachers and
to inves::igate the relatiOnship of student ach±e'Vement in biology to
t'hc subject matter preparation of the'teachersl- 'A positive relationship



was found between -student achievement in biology and the teacher's prep-
arati_on In the elological sciences. Aleko, a positive relationship was
found between eteleet aehie'eement.' in Mology and the bioloey teacher's
preparation it; ehemistey, It appeared that the most effective biology
teachers had tee.ea ahninii,:umNaelount. of work in the biological sciences
and a substantial amotint of.work in chemistry.

In another study of biold;gy teachers,. Norris (251) attempted, to
measure the self-concepts of Kondary biology teachers and their re-
lationship to student achievement and to 'other teacher characteristics.
Thirty teachers who had attended an NSF institute and 1,400 of their
students comprised the study group for this investigation. Significant
correlations hetween certainjaspects,of,the biology,teacher's back-

'ground and'his self-concept/could'he discerned. -The study supported
the hypotheeie that a significant relationship exists between the teach;
ii g proficiency of a biologY teacher and his self-concept, his biolog-
ical knowledge, and betweeli certain aspects of his background and char-
acteristics. There was a positive relationship between tie biology
teacher's Self-concept and the number of.'semester hours of psychology',
education, an-': student teaching, as well as Lo the number of years of
teaching-expeience and to the number of dependents.

Three slidies of verbal behavior of teachers were reviewed. In

the first of these, Millec (226) attempted to design a usable and valid
mock!rn verbal interaction analysis instrument and to explore the ver-
balizationstaking place in a ninth grade physical science class-usieg
the instrument 4 The usefulness and validity of the instruo.ent were
determined thrciligh. the use of two groups of ninth grade physical science
teachers. The instrument was subsequently found to be able to detect
statistically significant-differences in Si out of nine categories of
verbal. hnhaVior

\ i
.

.

The second study on verbal behavior was done by Collea (78). His

pundy measured changes in intentions, selfeperceptions, and role per-
' cepLions of heginniUg science teachers. Twenty-five first year science
teachers comprise\I the sample. Conclusions indicated that changes in
the way first yearScience -teachers perceiVed how their principals wanted
them to behaveoin the classroom were conflicting. Changes intentionS
of first yeee scielleeeteachers were also conflicting. By the end o
the school year, bel,ginhing science teachers perceived themselves as1)

"ing more direct in 'ithel/r classroom verbal behavior. A final interest-
.

ing conclusion was +t:llat role pereeption of first year science teachers
ft

.

and the ideal teachv.
/:perceptions of their principals were farther a-

part at the end of'the school year than at the beginning of the school
year.

C1asa'(118) studied the effect of teacher behaviors on student be-
havior. His sample. contained 525 high school biology. students. The re-
sults of this study indicated that students in general tended to adopt:
an attitude towar1s biolou similar to that of their teacher. However,

posscion of -,tated-ettitude towards biology which was similar
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`to
the .tared attitude of the teacher had little r eelatinship, If an:,

to sebsequent achievement in biology.

Characteristics of effective science teachers Were studied-by
.

HAltirman (l 9) using a Q -sort: technique. hlojraphical data'were col-
lected from 0-.e teachers. Students and principals rated the teachers
nu effectivelhess Halterman concluded L} the Q-sort .technique proved
u;:eful; that, c,A1,siderable diversity existed between the judgements of
science teachers, principals, and students concerning teaching offee-
Liv'enes; and that biographical data contributed more U'an the other
variables used for assessing the characteristics of effective science
teachers.

Snider (326)-studied the leadership role of secondary science
teachers as it related to the science program. His sample included
nearly a thousand science teachers, principals and supervisors. The
investigator concluded that principals and supervisors were flora positive
about the contributions of science teachers as leaders in science edu-
cation than were science teachers themselves. Fcience teachers believed
that the greatest obstacle to be overcome to enable the science depart-
pent to become more successful was the excessive teacher load. Princi-
pals and supervisors felt that inadequate budgeting for the science de-
partment was the greatest ostacie.

Summary. Studies of teacher education were varied in scope and
. . .

direction. Attitude and behavior changes were investientea in several
stuies. Resultsindieated attitudes and behaviar can be chanped by
direct attention to them in in-service or institute courses. Verbal be-
havior of teachers was a focus of other studies, A3thouh the tested
methods ofi.at.eractfon analysis were not.used in those cited. Perhaps
the difficult problems involved in usage and luterprettion.of various
interaction instruments have discouraged theil- use. A :Ample but effec-
tive instrument for classroom interaction analysis still eludes the re-

,

searcher and, practitioner.

'Measurement and Evaluation

The section on measurement and evaluation dealsth all aspects
of measurement. it includes instrument development, program effective-
ness, ebjectives,.taxonomiWand instrument design. \

l'odrasky (267) constructed and validatecLan experimental\est that
would require students in introductory physics to use graphicrather
than verbal skills in identifying.r2latidnalconcepts. The effectli,e7
'less of the test was examined with two types of programs, traditional
and contemporary PSSC physics and,invelved 226 students from four
schools. The Kmier-Richardson ,- 20:estimateof reliability was .726.
Podrasky fotind that the experimental test Scores and Scores for verbal
knowledge of physice were more highly correlated for the traditional-
'physics students th:,. for the contemve'ary-physics students.
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Schaff (293) developed an instrument to measure the cognitive
evaluation ability in cheMistry students. While there way; no differenc/e

in knowledge ability with a. modern or with traditionally truwhr course,:;
there was a significant difference in the evaluation ability of the
dents in the modern course. i4

Benson (35) developed an instrument Olich was baSed on the Assess-
ment of Cognitive Transfer-An 1:valuation Instrument for Secondary Biology
Teaching. It ,was written using a. branching program format centered around
nine structurally related'biology situations, The Assessment of Cogni-
tive.Transfer in Science Inventory (ACTS) was classified by cognitive
category using a scheme unique to science butpatterned after Bloom's
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. The instrument has a reliability of
86. AnalYsis of the data stressed nonparametric statistical procedures.
The five classes tested did not differ with respect to performance on
the total_ACTS Inventory. Performance of students by level of perform-
ance on ITED Test 6, a measure of critical thinking in science, was
positively correlated with performance of students by level on the total
ACTS Inventory.

Cillizza (72) developed a critical thinking battery which was de-
signed to measure a number of primary factors involved in the ability
to think critically. . The battery was designed for students in grades
7-8. While performance on the test was related to general rending abil-
ity, there xas no significant relationship with chronological or With
grade level. The relationship to intelligence tests \,as positive.

In an. effort to relate.classroom tests to transfer of learning,
Demchik (91) gave two tests to chemistry students after they had com-
pleted a programmed instruction uniL The experimental test was based
on Bloom's taxonomy and discrimin4Led be:.legen b4eher and lower cognitive
levels and categories. Demchik found a significant difference between
the'two tests .and that the experimental test had dihrriminating power
.,etween higher and lower :cognitive levels.

Hungerford (152) leveloped an instrument to measure the science
skills of cibservation and comparison. The test was validated at the
junior high school level. All samples, regardless of race or cultural
background, improved significantly in both skills as a result of t.::ain-
ing.

Smith (321) developed a classroom observation instrument to inves-
tigate teacher and student behaviors associated with the maintenance of
an inquiry atmosphere where Earth Science Curriculum Project materials
were used as a Course of study. Behavioral items were written as po-
tential indicators of one of three categories of activities: activities
consistent with maintaining the inquiry atmosphere of the ESCP materials,
activities neutral to the ESCP.approach, or activities inconsistent with
an inquiry approach. Teacher and student.behaviors were then grouped
into four:major categories consistent with settings expected to occur
in ESCP classes, i.e., developing text material, preiaboratory, laboratory,
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.Kaiser. (17 9 conducted an explo+Patbry. Study to design an obser-
vational.instru ent fdr describinFiteacherSt.activities and hehaviOr
when using:. the MEM sfudy:materiais:. found that tbe.instrument.nro-
duced data AAA h...poinked-but-differencesin teacher behaviors for-two
teachers whose training in chemistry, and tazlehing.experience vere
liar:- Kaiser sugges0dthat.when-the instrument developed is used with
studies. of s tdett-onteoMes' the aspeCtS ofteacher.behavior May.be coy-
.related with student behavior., achievement and interest:.

MulIe\-1 (239) -conducted an .evaluation of:(uantitative Physical.
Scieice'(QPS) and developed .an inexpensive and -1:ellable procedure for

conducting similat type studies. .He concluded that the 'studentswho
tookjX.Swerejound.to:be, more 'Motivated: and that they' achieved
tare scifnce-and:matheMatics.cqurScs at:a:significantl higher 'level

then- those who had:a.tourse uSing..the.Stete_adopted.tetbook.

Thtceeyaluation-type .studiesWere comple:ted-on-differenLtypes of
programs:': Weiford .(380) conducted 6.study to..evalrotc the eFfeetive-'
ne!:.s:of instrdetiOn'in highachuol biology a cc,:ventionI course and.'

the Special lqaterials course for slow learners tin :ws of.iwIljevom.c:nL

and interest of the _slow learner. The data indjCcited gist: therZ! was no

significant difference in eltifer the achievemenI w-the interest .of the.
students.

.

Barka. (133)'describecLtWo methrAi 13....1:1:,:!.nalysis used to

measure the, similarity of sequence' in the rande'd multiple choice
and free-responSe.prOblem test...format.: the resul that the

re,..uses'of.the subjects as a whole. validated most of the-ueendency
r(114(ionships.withlt:the hlerarchies..;_the students were probably re-
quired to use the same problem Solving skills, and-procedUre.s: :this re-

1veaied the amount of -Similarity-betWeeuseqUetcps of physical and ii:athe:-

tafiefal conOpts;in probierit solving,

. .

Grgurich (124 evaluated the, achievemen.t'.c f general course obec7

tives in SecOndaty school biology f6TstudentS f different ability.'

groups.
.

Althol.igh 'he enc6untered varying degrees ef'success, he con7
icluded that pre-determined general 'course_objeeties for given ability,.
gropps of,Secotdary.Studetts exposed to selected kglogy courses could

Ve taught fOr.and achieved.

,

Even (104) studied the:relationship of teacher-assigned grades in
tighschool chemistry to.taxodomy-tYpe objective toSt,-ScoreS. He found

that teacher - assigned tests arc not highly related,to the Ontario Test.
of Achievement in-Chemistry AO', but he waS-1.1hie to dsothte groups



of students in which different.combinations of the predictor variables
functioned most effectively,

Bryant (55) examined the effects of expressing course objectives
in specific .behavioral terms on achievement level. of low achieving
eighth grade science students. He observed that the teacher remained
the important factor in determining the success or talLrp. of peda-
Ogical. techniques used in training the low .achiever. The Use of per-
formance objectives appeared to facilitate the presentation of course
content in small manageable. pieces thus providing greater opportunity
for the low achiever to experience success in the classroom.

In a study by Broadhurst (54), the proced &ires and results of an
item analysis on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal Ferri
Yin ere presented. The results, based on the response of 200 gradu-
ating high s.hool students, indicated that the test was not as valid a
measure of critical thinking ability as desired.

Jones (166) evaluated the impact of.the Secondary Science Training
k../- Pr1 ogram sponsored by the National Science FoUndation. He used Osgood's

semantic differential system and fodnd a positive difference in the
positive direction. on "four-year college" and "senior extra-currieular

. activities" by the experimental group. These findings suggest the need /

for additional involvement of returning participants in senior year cur- /
riculum planning to. maximize the effect of the summer program.

Good :(122) made e comparison of self-graded and teacher-E-aded
achievement in a BSCS secondary school biology course: He found no
significant difference in achievement as measured by a standardized
exam, but the self graded faro :p produced a significantly higher number
of reports with a larger percentage being .eered be. reearch. The self-
grading model seemed to have the degree of validity aud reliability ade-
quate for self - grading in the I3SCS biology course.

Kvi.dahl (197) conducted a study to determine the differences be-
tween teachers' self-evaluation of their teaching effectiveness and
their senior-class etudents' evaluation of their effectiveness. The

composite self-evaluations of all teachers tend' to he similar to their
students' evaluation. The ten areas of rating produced agreement on
"Knowledge of-the Subject"' as the most important trait and "Personal
Appearance"_ as the least important trait.

Summary. A major concentration in the development of rtew instruments
of evaluation is presently occurring in areas such as critical thinking,
the affective domain, and-achievement. There was very little concentra-
tion on the psychomotor domain, communication, or creativity A major

effort of evaluation seemed to be based on self-grading and self-eval-.
uation. A great deal of work in these areas is needed and competency-
based evaluations need to be stressed.
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Indli7idunlized'Instruction

/- There are si:c studies related-to'variouaispects of individualized
instrution. Krockover (194) Compared learning outcomes in the Chemical
Bond Approach (CBA) chemistry* when group and individualized:instruction-
.tecilnues were employed. The individualized self-pacing approach cen-
tered,on the. use of the-labpratbry. The resultS of this study indicated
that CBA themistry,can be individualim.ft'in purposeful mannarlor_class-
inbra use.. Furthermore, individualization did not reduce 'the chemistry
acbieement, Understanding of science,. or .the critical thinking ability

1 Of the students.

Conlorr(80),conducted an investigation to' determine if providing-.
seventh grade:Students with objectives of instruction altered perform-

Me objectives used were those Of the. ISCS field trial: The re-.

indjc_ated that'thoaastudents with prior knowledge. of the objec-.
pelformed slightly higher than those without knowledge of the

obiectos, but this was not significant at .05 level. Within the
limits of. the study, the findings-chaAolige the premise that knowledge
of objectives for a highly structured instructional souuence such as'
'1 sighificantly'Alters student performance:

Williams. (389) did an eXperiMentalInvestigatiOn_of the in.§truc.
tiouareffectiveness of individualized Versus group instruction in the
:teaching of Quantitative Physical Science (QPS) A total of 192 students/

involved; 64 control, 64 ey.peri4ntal, and 64 in a reference group
(ncyt.involvedin.Quantiative. PhysiCal Science but tal,.ing a..different
'..1)urse ir.i physical science).* The'Study tested: the null hypotheSis: that
no sloiricant differenceS existed.betWeen the sample means for achieve-L

tt.-entifin., and the time required to complete Activities. Williams,

concluded that: 1) so far as achievement on:semester examinations, stand--
ardiy..ed tests, and semester.grades_were concerned, lnnvidnalized in-'
sttuc mtion was effectiVe than-group instruction for most students; .j
2Y so far- as retention was Concerned,,based upon Pre-tesf.and Post-testi

-s of Comprehensive Test in Basic Physical Science, individualized
justinclion.was-sig,Rificantly more effective_ than group instruction
3) withthe same subject matter content, a stUdent,On individualized
1.-cistruction completed -84 percent more activities than'. those

involved-in group insehiction; 4) so far.as-student:reaotiontO.indil
vidualized'instructipn was concerned, most students felt they:learned7
mere, enjoyed it more, and made better grades when involved in indi-I
Iii.dualized instruction; and finally, 5) indiVidualiyted instruction Was
more effective- for-all of achieversthan group instruc-
tlon.

Dasenbrock (86) conducted an investigation to determine 'the valid-
ity of the use of Computer assisted instruction (CAI) as atool in
formative curricuiUm evaluation The results indicated that ';CAI and
non -(AI students' performance-was similar within the ISCS materials.



Peterson'(264) studied the development-of a conceptually oriented
curriculum framework in science for grades seven through nine. Fe made
an effort to analyze change in the. acquisition of subject matter between
individualized and lecture-demonstration patterns'of instruction. The
study showed that the students'in individualized instruction had signif-
icantiy higher gain scores-on achievement tests.

Glass and Yager (120) also made_ a study of individualized instruc-
tion as a seUr to understanding the scientific: enterpir ;e. Results
indicated students who solved problems individually or in small infor-
mal, groups understood science and scientists better tbiin did those who
solved the problems as a class group.

Summary. Individualization was a key word in the late 60's, al-
though the'nUther of Secondary studies reported does. not yet indicate,
a large research interest: Considering the-prevalence of the concept
of individualization in the literature, it is likely the number of
studies relatedto some aspect of individualization will increase mark-
edly in the near. future.

As a very tentative generalilation based on the limited studies
reviewed, it appears that cognitive achievement does not suffer Ln in-
dividualized modes of instruction, and increased 'interest and favorable
attitude changes frequently accrue.

'Processes in Science

in a study by Okey (257), the purpose was to see if the inability .

to perform a task was attributable to failure on the skill, subordinate
to it. One-hundred thirty-five tenth, ele'onth, o.nd twelf4hgrade chem-
istry students were studied. It was concluded 'that adding ,instruction
on subordinate skills in a science learning program G,W': successful in
si.,ificantly improving the performance on the driterf,n.;.a.

Ashenfelter (17)i. usited five case Studies,. investigated the probleMs
experienced by beginning chemistry teacherS as they attempted to help'
their pupils use data or:draw conclusions. In this study the subjects
often demonstrated that they did not clearly understand'thatthemajor
purpose of performing a laboratory investigation was to gather clues
for theorizing. Subjects' failures to use .orderly problem solving ap-
proaches were attributed tolack of practice in learning problem solVing-
and. to the fact that problem'solving in undergraduate chemistry courses
'as frequently dOne by imitating type:problems rather than ap.lying
problem solving.strategy, It was recommended .thatprospective-themistry
teachers should receive explicit instruction on the purposes o'f. perform-
ing laboratory investigations' and that their assigned experiments. should
help reinforce that instruction.

'\

.

.
.

.

,

Starr (331) investigated behavioral outcomes related to sel.ence
processes of ninth grade BSCS students. his purpose was to ana yze the
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use of "Invitations to Inquiry," and to assess the effect on. critical
thinking, knowledge of processes of science, and attitude toward biology
of ninth grade BSCSbiology students. One-hundred, thirty-two students

-participated in the. study. Starr found that utilizing invitations.to
inquiry improved the critical thinking abiliry of ninth-gradestudents,
but did not improve or hindei the attitudes of these students towards
biology.

In a study,by Karplusand.Peterson (176), on.intellectual develop-
ment beyond the elementary school, the problem was to survey students'
abilities to apply the concept of ratio and.preportion in a problem.
A total of 727. students of age leNels nine through eighteen participated
in this study. Karplus and Peterson concluded that successful propor-
-tional reasoninKryas not achieved earlier than the last years in high
school. The implication was that there iS a serious T.ap between second-
ary school mathematics and science curricula and the student's reason-
ingability.

Summary. ,The. fact that there were few studies related to .processes
in science at the secondary level suggests both an apparent lack of in-
terest and.a need for more research ih this area.

Inquiry Teaching.

A number of studies involving the,proesses of inquiry were reported.
In the first of these, .13ills .(40) attempted to increnl.e divergent think-
ing of students, in a five-week experimentaltreatmeut uti.li.2ing student
inquiry. There were N300 studepts involved in the experimental and con-
trol classes for-this,study. .The experimental treatment consisted of
an inquiry session in which the demonstfator shewed a discrepant event
and studentsthen .suggested hypotheses to explain the demonstrations.
The manner of questioning followed the pattern of J. ;Ir;hard Suchman's

development program. Results indicated that the experimental
treatment did not significantly increase the creativity prOduqions of
the subjects and creativity was, therefore, not increased a result of
the experimental treatment.

Kitko (184) compated students' gain in'undets.tanding selected con-
cepts of science in high school physics lessons which differed only in
the amount. of orientation used. -Two secs of lessons involving
six.yrinciples of phys',cs were taught. The main difference in the two
treatments was the opportunity for. students to ask questions in the in-
quiry mode,whereas they were primarily lectured to in the traditional
mode.' The results indicated that secondary school science teachers
should not be dissuaded from using inquiryorientedprocedures, as the
differences between the-means of the crude gain scores of the two treat
nest ..groups were not significant

b.

Steiner (333) attempted to determine the relationships of certain
practices of high school-hielogy teachers to student performance of.
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inquiry process behaviors in the affective domain. Forty-three high
school biology classes were used in the study. The teecher practices
which correlated the highest with student inquiry performance :seree
1) havilig students read the original writings of ..cientists, 2) allow-
ing etudents time in class to disCuss ideas, 3) showin students how
to ask questions of the text, 4) readilyadmitting mistakes, and 5), ask-
ing students questions whiCh require them to think of evidence behind
the statements in the textbook. A general conclusion eas. that teacher
practices involving ,student partidipation in the classI:oom exhibited
the highest relationship to student performance on Me..eures of,affec-
tive inquiry objectives:-

The role of questioning in inquiry teaching was investigated by
Ladd (199). Using 40 ninth grade earth science classes, the investi-
gator found that teachers who asked.a'greater proportion of higher inquiry
questions caused a greater change in.....5.tudents. Achievment of students
was measured by, a post -test examination which yas a modified Smith and.
Meux Question.Classification Scheme.

. The relationship between inquiry.. teaching and intellectual develop=
ment was studied by Friot (110) who Jused certain study tasks described
by Piaget and Inhelder to evaluate changes in reasonine ability. The 0.

.taks evaluated the development of interpropositional logic, lee. formal.
operations, It was found that some curricula were effective at sore..
'grade levels and not.at others. The Time, Space, and tatter curriculum
was significantly More effdetiVe in enhancing the.devoloPmenteof formal
operations than' were either Introductory,Physical Science ol Earth Sci-
ence Curriculum Project materiels.

Thomas and-Snider (353) investigated the effects of guided discov-
ery versus didactic methods upon the-ac4uisitien of certain inquiry
skills. .Also, the ,effects' of method on the attninten of factual Con-
ceptual achievement were assessed. One-hOndred forty eighth grade stu-
de--n were esed during.a Six week period on the subject matter "Early
Man in America." The results indicated that the didactic group did bet-
ter in factual conceptual achievement and the guided discovery group
did better for the.acquisition of inquiry skills.

Summary. Studies of inquiry teaching were complicated by lack of
clear definitions of this instructional mode, although the emphasis on
student questioning seemed to be a fairly common thread. On .the basis
of.a very limited number of studies,.it appears that.affective objectives
and skill objectives were. satisfactorily achieved irinquiry.teaching,'
and. that cognitive gains-were at least equal to 'those obtained by con7
Ventional methods of teaching.

Comparative Studies

This group of studies is divided into subject areas of general
science, earth science, biology, chemistry and physics. In the general



'science area, Teates. (351) compared the,performance\of ISCS and non
,ISCS ninth grad;e students onseveral.,Piaget-type tasks. Nineteen con-
servarion tasks using. .color. alideS 4nd recorded tapeS wereadpihistercdi
to about. 250 ISCS and'non-ISCS study is respeCtivelv.

. Students Were
r.

divided into high, medium, and loqAphilities on the basis of standard'
mental ability tests. Ther.-: was,,:n,o difference in,the performance of
students of the ISCS or the non-iikS groups on the tasks test, but in
both treatment. groups, higher abiflpty students performed better than
lower ability student,.

a,.

..?
.,t

Kline (185) studied the\relationship between self-directed and
teacher-directed eighth grade students in an open -ended ESCP laborarery
block. Ninety-seven student's were involved in the study. The'resuts
showed no significant difference in cognitive understandings of the lair
block between teacher-directed and self-directed students. This indi-
crated that junior high students are capable of independently using slf-
.directed,.open-ended bloats as' .supplementary materials. Nihety-six

indicated th

per-
cent h

working with the materials and.0 percent. ey Would like to
.of al the students in study .stated a very high interest in

do additional work with similar lab blocks.' The results-Ineat-ed- t*ramr,-----
the)development of other lab blocks would be valuable, in view of th!,
trend in science toward more use of independent study.

,- -.

Agne (5) compared classes in earth science that u!;ed original data
in a, research approach with ciassestaught by co'xv..ent.. approaches
and not using such data. His purpose was, to determine %,qTT71till-4-c-rl-

. , .

ing of meteorology and cliatologv by the use of origilal data m4hil re-
.

sult in greater student -c iti.cal thinking. Thirty cla::nes in eack-Ozoup----
cumprised the sample. Ti-e data centered approach effeotud signjE cantly
greater improvement in critical thinking-hy___.students than was.achieJed
by students in the earths science class,?s n: nsin-rn.:.-clan-approach

, :fr

/ .In a study of stu4pnts'.understandings of science, Shennaro Li)

attempted'to determine junior high school students' understandeg
the 'entitle enterprise, the methods and aims of science, and of :ci-
entists. The,studycomparedthe Earth Science.. Curriculum Project c,nd

the traditional approach to general science teaching. Results inlicatLd
that the two methods of teaching junio- high school science prochced:
significant differences in.all areas.of student Understanding. pie.

methods and aims of science, the sdientific enterprise, and the .scientist
all received higher mean scores from the Earth Science Curriculum Pro-
ject sample of the tests for student understanding of these arekts;
Evidence indicated that students who were involved in experience type
approaches to science, had a better overall understanding of science
than. students who were taught: by a traditional approach.

A comparative study'in biOlogy was done by Jones (169). One-_

hundredfive secondary schools participated in the program:- The rr.sults
suggested that,, n classroom activities the teacher who has a more human-

contr4 ideology exhibits to a' greater extent the classroom
teacher practices Tecc:,nmended by. BSCS than does the teacher who . a

more custodial pupil control ideology.
_
6
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Driver (99) investigated the associational factors between biology
teacher beliefs and student expression on understanding science and in-:
plicatons made by students relative to science Facts. Herthe result::
indicated that students who studied biology under the teachers who were
identified as experimental, made superior scores_ on both the Test On
Understanding Science and the Facts About Science Test: -jtappeared
that what a biology teacher believes. about experimentation in science
tended' to influencestudent outcomes it science. Open-minded, experi
mentalism-prone biology teachers consciously or subconsejousIv created!
an atmosphere more conducive to learning science than did teachers who
did not hold strong beliefs toward experimentation.

---------- _In chemistry, Troxel (357) compared the student achievements on
the commp-objectives of CIMIS, CBA, and "Modern Chemistry" (Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston) CTOTiEgz-s-7----!Lhe_resukrtS-Bf-th is study indicated that

the three courses were not equally fl-E-Ertvre.-7A-Ling_thair
tives. CHEMS and CBA dc?1-615(T a better undeTstandiniehemistry and
Soierwe and developed greater ability for critical thir%ing. CBA stu-
dents liked science less than did students in the other courses.

.
.

Denny (93) attempted to determine kallat mathematics competency "as
necessary or students to succeed in chemistry. An analysis was made
of chemistry texts copyrighted 1960-1970: .Ten mathematical skills used
by all the texts were identified. To ascertain the ,presence of these
skills in the students,_the Mathematics Skill-Test, Amposed
and validated,__. The reliarAlityand validity information on this .test

'-a7pear&to.be eXirmely_thorough:- It-was concludegithat VAST could
be u..,,..:-a-va,14d_meanftfor discerning. students' needs, thus providing
an empirical basis for nttrre-Chemistry instruction.

Diamond (94) compared achiev_ment in rflMIS nr.(1 tr-ditional high
-,-----,..--..1,,

sL.:11col chemistry codi'Sesbased on the students' perceptions of their
motivation.for,stUdying the subject.- This was a questionnaire study
wi? a major purpose to examine eleventh grade students:rceptiots of
their motivation for the election of high school chemisti\y. A coopera-
tive examination in high school chemistry '(Form 1969 of the ACS) was

aCqu:-. Lion of. skills in problem-Solving The Test On Under standing
used to determine the understanding. of basic chemical-conce:ts and the

Science was used to evaluate student underStanding of the scientifi,c
Cr enterprise and the aim. and methods of .i.cience. Two conclusion's were

cited. The first was that the mdority,of students elected to study
chemistry for reasons other than pre-professional purposes, or interest
in the subject as a discipline. Second, thetraditional curricula were
more effective than CHEM curriculum for teaching chemistry to highly
motivated students with pre-profeeSional interest in the subject and
4r'developing understanding Of science.and sci,ntists in students with.

--''a cultural interest in chemistry.

,

.

Schmitz (302) compared the relative effectiveness of utilizing two
;typos of student participation in laboratory activities in teaching
dimensiona3 analysis in high school physics. Seventy)-t-wo Innior and

\/ I

c.
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senior students from five high schools were divided into two groups, the
manipulative group and the non-manipulative group. The first actively
manipulated and had direct contact with laboratory equipment, whereas
the non-manipulative group viewed specially prepared photographic.slide
of the same laboratory exercises as those performed by students ip the
manipulative group. Results indicated,that It was feasible to teach.
dimemlional analysis to both groups of students using the lessons spe-
cially prepared for this teaching program, However, the level.of achieve-
ment in utilizing the elements of dimensional analysis attained by stu-
dents in the manipulative group-was significantly greater than that.dt-
tained by students in the non-manipulative group. It vas generally con-

. cluck(' that-the manipulative laboratory activities used as a. part of
this 'teaching program -Contributed significantly to the level of achieve
meet attained by s.tudents.

Dietrich (95) compared selected secondary schools having high per-
centages of physics enrollment with those having 1pw percentages of
Physics enrollment. In the schools compared, a total of 36.teach6rs of,

_physics, 175 physics students:, and 1.73-twelfth grade students who were
11617tlaliT-Tillysi.cs comprised the.Sample. In the. results, many compari-
sons are cited, some of which are the fo4lowing: The typi,lal high per-
.cent enrollment school-had a larger enrollment in grades"ten to twelve,
had a larger percent of 1969 graduates who,went on to.'fouryear colleges,
had a smaller percent of 1969 graduates wila terminated their formal edu-
cation with graduation from high school, was more likey.to provide the
Stud,ult an opportunity to tact physics_befereith&twelfth:.grade, offered
more courses ih physics, and reported more science and fewer mathematics
cour:,es as prerequisites to the physics course than did the low percent
enrollment schools. '

In a similar study, Van Koevering (36.1)-attempted to ascertainthe
oistinguishing-charcteristics of high schools with h.j.h and low enroll-
ments-tn-Lphysics. He fOund that only a small: percentage .nf students
di, red_ that the physfESMieher-had-ei,ther_a7-pozlitive or nega,:ive in-
fluence on their decision to tale physics, that guidan e counselors .were
more stringent than physics teachers with regard to thi mathematics pre-
requisite, and that physics grades were in All cases lower than the gpdes
that students-received in their other,academic sub)ec s.

Summary. ..comparative studies by ..their nature va y greatly in their
content. .Many studies in 'other sections could corre tly be called com-
parative, but those cited in this section seemed to ,xhibit dichotomous
approaches to teaching or laboratory, work,, or. compar d conditions in
schools of widely different enrollments. It is imp ssible to generalize
on results, butspecific findings are found in the eviews of the studies.

GO
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.COLLEGE LEVEL

Teacher Education: Courses or Proetams

Tlye,following four. papers all involve courses or programs in teAh-
er education. TI-WfirS'tstudy by Sagness (292) compared tw's'pre-sLrvice
teacher education programs. One program emphasized cleesroom partici-
pation in schools of two .different environmental setting:;, nrban and
suburban, prior to student. teachings The ocher program (non-project) was,
developed 'around methods .courses and other university based Courses with
few participatory eXi3eriences. in 'the public:schWs-.Trior to student
teaching. The sample was composed of 98 seconda? teachers' in science.
education. Some conclusions. were: 1) the project participants had sig-
.

nificantly greater knowledge of culturally deprived students at the end 2

the first professional quarter than the non-project people, 2) the
project student 'teachers held less pssitive views of culturally deprived
students and of the type' of activities'which should be used for science
instruction-in an urban setting, and 3) the project student teachers
used significantly fewer of the type of activities thought to positively
implement the.general objectives of. science education than did non-
project student teachers.

A study by Avdul (1.9) was designed to 1) .examine the status of
eacher-trainine Preparation in the new elementary science programs in
methods classes 'of institutions in Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylsania, and
Vest Virginia, 2) identify characteristics of the methods courses anc':
3)-examine9 opinions of the instructors about the new science. programs.
es'ult's of the study showed that 1) the AAAS, ESS, SC1S,,1- 1INNEAST-pro-.
grams are the most widel taught new courss in the methods classes ani'
2) institutions with greater enrollments expended more for science than
smaller universities.

The purpose of a-study by ChriStman (70) was to eetermine wLether
th elementary education majors taking a profeLsional couree in (the
teaching of science differed from- the non-education msjors teking a
coMparable level content,ecOurse in science related to the eleMentary
curriculum and their evaluation .of science teaching methods. Tho inves-
tigator administered ,pre- and poSttests'to all 215 siJblects' and randee-
ly selecte 35 subjects'from.five sections fot.his study: There were -

two major coneiUdions:: 1) elementary education,majors.learn as much sci-
ence content related to elementary school science while taklng 'cierce
methods course as non-education maSors,enrolled ih a 'rscience content
course,. and 2) Changes in the methodology of teachers Occurred pn cure
Main specific teaching practices both among Subjects who studied a sci-
ence methods course and among subjects who studied a science content

. course.

Griffiths (128) attempted to evaluate a, previdusly.develOed com-
bined course in physical science conteents.and methodp. 'A study group
made up of students taking the combined course in.physien1 se!.ence Cone,
tent. and methods was compar-d win Shree other groups.eWhile all groups
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taking the physical science content course showed significant gains
in scores from pre- and post-tests, there was no significant gain made
by the study group. The study group made the greatest increase in cor-
relaton with the judges so as to be more like the ideslid teacher.
Students in the study 4roup were found to have more confidence in their
ability to teach science and more enthusiasm for teaching it.

Teacher. Education: NSF Programs

The following four studies were directly related to NSF progrars.
The first study, by Drew (98), dealt with a national survey of the
allocatish of fupds to colleges by the College Science Improvement Pro-
graM (COSIP) . Of 94 colleges eligible to receive COSIP grants, 29 were
awarded hem. To collect information on student characteristics, ques-
tionnaires were sent to students of the eligible institutions when they
were freshman and again when they were- senios. Institutional charac-
teristics such as enrollment, selectivity level, percentage of Ph.D.'s
on the staff, and number of volumes in the library.were included in the
analysis in an attempt to identify variables which were related to sub-
sequent receipt- of a grant. The percentage of Ph.D.'s on.the staff had
the most significant correlation. Grant recipients were very likely to
be non-sectarian liberal arts colleges which were relatively propressise.

A study by Irby (154) preSents the results and conclusions of a
survey of 120 participants of the 1961-65 academic year institutes at
the Univerity'of Mississippi to determine 1) the participants' employ-
ment status one tol;five years after the insti ate; 2) the extent to
wbiCh participants had continued their forma education, securer advanced
postitions, and. changed schools; and 3) the pa_ticipants' evaluation of
the institutes curriculum. Among the conclusions were.: 1) teachers used
'the institute training in their teaching and the benefits were trans-

. mitted to their. students; 2) participants experienced wi'er opportunity
tc ,E1 their abilities and assumed positions of leadership, with a strong
shift to college teaching; 3) participants have benefited financially;
4), the institute program created a strong interest in advanced degrees
and additional. academic wbrk; and, 5) there was substantial evidence to
indicate.that the institute program could provide for-Eh6 upgrading GS-
science and mathematics teachers' competency:.. However, several factors
tended to minimize the Institute's contribution to the improvement of
secondary school science and mathematics teaching: 1) the chronic aca-
demically defitsstp.s-sers were systematically excluded (recotds must
provide evidence of grads ate potential); 2) the best acaderical-lyspre-
pared teachers were selec ed as. Institute participants; 3). the shift of
Insti to participants fro secondary schools into college teething
posi ions (43.percent); and, 4) the relative number pi:participants in
corn arison to the total teaching population. One cenclUsions was defi-
nite however,. teachers selected as participants have 'greatly benefited
from the Institute program.
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Suthe:land/(342) attempted to answer the question: "Do Naticnal
Science Foundation academic year institutes for earth science to'acher
serve as effective means for improving teacher':. subject ratter know;--
ledge of earth science?" .The population consisted of 33 NS. academic
year institute participants. from two 1969-70 institutes for earth &ci-
ente* teachers. ArTlysis of data indicated that NSF academic year. in-
stitutes for.carth,science teachers were effective me,als of improvling
teacher content coMpetenty in the area of earth science.

,

/

,
A study by Slawson (315) presented the results of a follow*

versity of Virginia between 1951 and 19 7, and reported the obj'ective
study of the acadM heic year institutes i science conducted at Uni

of the NSF academic year institutes to improve the overall quality of
sci:11ce education was accomplished. There were several conclusions
drawn from his so tudy. Among these weq;_ 1) there Was .a high rate of
retention of former academic year institute participantsoju the field
of education, 2).. eixactiy one-half of the-responding participants were
still engaged in the teaching of .science in the public schools; the
majority of the re6aitting half were f'uncti.oning in related cducatiuna:
positions, and.3) the former participants felt the academic year in-
stitute exl,erience had made a very clefinite Contribution toard ir.lpro,..-
ment ..f the quality of science teaching in the nation's sc'noo1s.

I

r
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Teacher Education: Attitud:; 1

Five teacher !education studies; dealt: with :attitudes. King (183)
examined student teacher changes inbeldefs and practices related to

I

teaching elementary school science-. investigator developed and
used a Q-sort deck of 65 belief sttemnts about science teaching prac-
tices to identify

.

Ithe partiCipant's\belief about teaching science.
Three University instructors who had taught the under:2raduate science
,methods course, 2(1 elementaryeducat ori majors who werelssigned to
s'- -lent teaching in tha fall semester of 1969, and each of the 20 super-
vising teachers assigned. to work With each student participated. Some

evidence sagiestedthat students move ignificantly away from the pro-
feSsor's point_of_Mlaw aftr,,student,-t aching. There was-:no signif1=-.7--
cant change of ideas of- ,student teatherS toward those_Of the super- .-%-
vising teachers.

1\

t

Pickering (265) examined relative effects of inquiry laboratory,
inquiry demonstratiOn, or lecture techniq4es on the prospective ele-
mentary teachers! attitudes toward teaching science or attitudes toward
different methods of\teathing science, and on their Science comPetencies.
One-hundred forty-nine prospective elementary teachers participated,
Two sections 'were deOgnated-as,the inquiry demonstration 'groups, two
as the inquirylaboratory,groups,'and one as", the control' group. The

.major difference in
laboratory

between these .roUpS Was student experi-
Mentation, student c011ection of data, and student ;'analysis of data in
the inquiry. laboratory group as opposed to in truceor. -experimentation,
class observation, anO.class analys 6f data throOgh discussion in the

I



inquiry group. There was no significant: difference in attitudes .towards
different met-hods of teaching science or in science 'competencies as a
result of treatment. However, the upper elementary majors were slgnifi-;
cautly superAor to the lower elementary majors an the criteria of sci-
ence competencies.

The purpose of a study by Staley 030) was to compare Lhe effec-
tiveness of a commonly accepted micro- teaching paradigm with other
modes believed to be logically more efficient.for teacher preparation
inst;tutions having large pte-service teacher enrollments, limited in-
stru-tional and supervisory personnel, and limited amounts of 'class
contact time. The Population consisted of 240 pre-service. Leachers
enrolled in an elementary science methods. course. The paradigms dif-
fered in two respects: number of micro- lessors presented (one or two)
.and number of pupils In the micro- teaching classes (fon:, eight, twelvi
or sixteen peers) . Although there were no significant differences found
in the teaching behaviors and attitudes 6f the pre-Se...vice Loathers, the
evidence was not sufficient to indicate equality among the micro-teach-.
ing paradigms.

Sylvestre (345) res?-arched the relationship betWeen the attitude
of prospective s-ienee teachers toward the physical1/2nd biological sci-
enees_ and the_call,:ge .curricula in which they were enrolled. He hypo-
thesized that Lhe Attitude toward the sciences from m7,st to least fa-
vorable would be: 1) secondary school science, 2) libr:al-artF.; science,
3) physical education, and 4) business administration. The population
consisted of 136 students enrolledin the four above montionedeurricu-
lum groups. The findings were in Agreement except there was a reveysal
of the attitude scores along the Continuum for physical education and
business administration majors and a relatively small difference
atti-tude-scares among the four groups. Analysis suggesLed that posi-
tive attitudes toward science were proportional to the number ef credit
hours completed.

Skinner (314) found.no significant increase in critical thinking
abiiity.in usingTh-team-taUght natura., science course with 193 students
.participating in the stud-. There was a relationship between positive
attitude and increase in critical thinking ability.

Summary. A serious weakness of attitude, studies is the lack of
adequate instruments for measurement and vagueness shout the meaning
of attitude. A number of studies inquired into change in attitudes as
a result. of methods course work. Perhaps this apparent interest is due
to expediency and convenience in the availnbility of a study group for
research purposes. Other.problems with respect to attitude studies
have been mentioned in foregoing sections of this paper.
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Ti. :her Education: Technique

The following section. contains. the.review 4. several tochniquz.:s.
used in teacher'education. The- first study by' Currie (85) wa,_; on in-
vc-stigatiOn.to compare. the 'eflectiVenesa-of too technipueteachingachin
a science methods course secondary education to prospective science
teachers. The main difference between the techniques was whether or
not teacher aide experience was intruded. Students whe were exposed,
to such an experience- in the methods courses were superior in overall
performance of selected teaching, proCedures.. The superiority of
experimental -group in overall performance of theselected teachig pro-
-cedureS indicated that the teacher aide experience could be incorporated
into the methods,coUrse without a disadvantage to the L%tudents..
ever, there was np.evidence to support the hypothesis -that teacher aide
experience Would increase the ability cif the student tcacher- to poform
any one of'the nine selected teaching procedures used in this study.

A study by Fitzgerald (108) included 52 subjects drawn randoply
from a population of 165 students in a general.methods course im,,edi-

- ately .preceding the student.teaching experience. This inveFtigatdon
was designed to. determine the effects of f-4 perceptual model:ing concept,
presented during pre-service experience on the Verbal behavior of stu-
dents during their teaching experience.' The ffndinp,s of -tile' study inH

dicated that student teachers who received a perceptual modeling con-
cl.it resentation of interaction analysis during their prerv.;ce
training shoWed significantly different verbal behavior in their c1w2-
roo:.1 performance. 'These student teacher's were .more aceptill o: sti.i.=-

dents' failings, gave'more praise and more acceptanCe and clatifica7
tion of student ideas, gave less lectures, ,spent less time in critti:;'

. cizing students, and stimulated more student talk.

The. effects .of threesupervisOry methods upon the development of
a teaching Strategy-aMong.science student teachers were tested by James .

OcP0- Three groups were used: a tradition4I-group who- reoe47d Visi-
tatiou and conferences with the university supervisor, a.sece'nd-'group
which received the sane treatment but additionally viewed and discussed
films of experienced teachers in the classroom, and a third group which
was supplemented by opportunities for each member, to evaluate his class-
-room teaching behavior via video-tape recordings. Findings showed that
student teachers who practices self-evaluation via video-tape record-
ings developed inductive indirect teaching techniques to.agreater 0:-
tent than did studentsin tbe.other groups.

.Irwin ..(1.55) investigated the question: "To what extent,do the
child. and the instructional task, influence the teaching behavior of
pre-sorVice elementary teachers?" Two principal conclusions. drawn
from this study are: 1) the effett of instruction in-the use of .Inter7
xt:tion analysis in which Subjects from all'treatmentgroups partici-
pnto.dprodured more similaOties than differences in changes-of the
tc4ichinr, behnvior a pre- :service elementary teachers of scence,,and,1
') 4ece diffe.re'nees occurred, the childre taught in:luen.:ed teaching .

/
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hha...iet- more than did the instrt,Ctional task.

i1rawitz (33) developed an observational. F;st.cm to provide feed
butt: to student: teachers in both the affective ai,d coitive
in science classes and to explore the effects of using the system Qc.r

__----feedack in the training and supervision of secondary :cience stude,lt
teachers. There were 13 student teachers involved in 'his study. At

the end of the student teaching e.xperiencu, 5:tudent te-cher:4 trained
and super Ased with this system differed aignifioantly i-rom these not
'so trained in many ways: 1) they used more acceptance and clarification
of student ideas, 2) they had more student talk in.their classes, 3)
they used less teacher factual talk, 4) there was less teacher
and 5) they placed greater emphasis on the use of supportive and accepz-
ing behaviors in comparison to directing and controlliw; behavi.ors.

The puyposes of Vusch's (289) study were to develou an instruc-
tional TyroceJace which would give prospective secondar:- sclynce teachers
alternative' verbal behaviors which could be used in l'eu of rating
haviors, to measure this procedure's effectiveness by analy'zing,
rating,'andaccepting behaviors of the subjects prior to instruction,
after instruction, and the followinp: 'semester during SL.udent teaChinH
Results showed there was a significant increase in the ere. of accept-
ance behavior during student teaching. A significant decrease in the
use of praise occurred which persisted in the student teaching. A

significant decrease in. the use of reinforcement accept once pairA oc7
currod.

harris et al. (13) examined the effectiveness of 'micro-teaching
experience in elementary scie,nce methods classes. ThL micro-teaching
experiences were found to be more effectivethan.single teaching exper-1-
cnces in promoting grotfri of prospective .1.t!rLnLly
f:.,1Io-j:ing: the use of background information, perform...!c' of expo:.i-

mepts by children, allowing children to develop cIncl:.,:.Hus,
Ch' dren verify conclusions, and overall response of to the
student teacher.

Beisenherz (29) attempted to determine .the degree to which
selected skills: and techniques were "mastered" by 21 prospective high
school biology teachers.\Resp.onses indicated that approxiTtately 50
percent of the techniques were acquired during undergraduate prepara-
tion. The author suggegted a special course 4hould be offered -in lab-
oratory techniques.

Summary. An obvious trend in the studies of tethniqUes is a__
greater concern for humanistic behavior, of student teat-nets. There
is also an increase in self- evaluation techniqus .!any researchers
are utilizing techniques such as video-tapes, interaction. analysis,

'closed circuit felevis.ion, and micro-teachibg. As greater emphasis
Is put on inquiry teaching methods and use of individualized instruc-
tion the human qualities required in effective teaching come to the
lofiTround. Further resciaTch needed on the affectie'asnects of
t'cacher-pupli intoract ton.



Teacher Ed ration: Skills and Questionin.n Teichniques

The next three studles are involved with 5,k1lls such as question-
ing. Larsen (200) attempted to determine whether prospective elementnri
school science teachers could be trained to identify the inquiry stret
egy for teaching science. A second purpose was to determine whether a
social substantive schedule or a micro-teaching technieee was more ef-
fective-in training prospective teachers to identify arid demonstrate the
inquiry strategy of teaching science. Metheds.Students in the study re-
ceived Common training during the first six weeks. During-the next
seven weeks, 24 students received training in the use of the social sub-
stantive schedule. The remaining eight students part'cipated ih
weeks of micro-teaching. IBC:1th the social substantive !-whedule and micrn
teaching experience were effective methods for improvine the elementary
school science teachers' ability to identify teaching strategies. Ha'. :-

ever, no signifiCant difference was found between the micro-teaching
technique aud the social substantive schedule in increin'ine prospective
clemLntary school science teachers' ability to identify or demonstrate
inquiry strategy.

?dosser (45) investigated the development of the skill of effec-
tive questioning by prospective secondary school scienre teachers.
Forty-two pre-service secondary teachers were studied over three aca-
demic quarters. Result's indicated that questioning appeared to be a
sl,ill,that could be developed through instruction and pra epractice. Th

dcvelopment of questioning skill did not'appear to be limited b3 in-
telligence, sex, personality type, or educational set.

Konetski (188) renottedethe-results of two instructional strate-.
gies on three aspects of pre-service science teacher behaviors: 1) the-
number of divergent and evaluative queetion:i .1:;kcLi, 2) the proportion

divetgent and evaluative questions asked, and 3) th,ce total number

of. question's askedi Findings were that 1) instruction in classifying
and '.resigning, questions significantly and .positively aected 17,eth
the number and proportion of divergent and evaluative ouestions asked,
and 2) conferences between the instructor and the student teacher were
more effective in affecting the divergent and eveluative questions
asked when used with formal instruction.

Teacher Education: Miscellaneous

The first two studies deal with supervision and administration.
The first by Pierce (266) attempted to examine the role of science di-
vision heads inregionallnnaecredited public and private junior col-
leges in the United States.- Using a survey technique, he found.1) the
role of science division heads was relatively uniform, 2) the private
department heads were paid- markedly lower salaries than public junior
college department heads, 3) almost 60 percent had too little time for
.effective performance of their assigned tasks, and 4) the major obstacles
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mentioned by science division heads were lack of time and the inabil-
ity gain and maint.ain the confidence of their teaching staff.

ti

What (38".:1) .attempted to identify technical :.skills of science
supervisors and to develop a science supervisor technical skills inven-
tory. Technic:L:1 skills were identified within eight ila.ior task areas
includinvleadership, curriculum development, inserviLe education, sci-
ence facilities, equipment and materials, science tea:piling methods, sel
growth, an0 public relations. A national jury composd of state science
supervisos, local science supervisors, science educafnrs, and director.;
of National Science Foundation Institutes for science superviSors chose
the most important technical skills from an original list. Findings
from the study resulted in'a list of 180 technical skills of science
supervlsors which had received the endorsement of 75 nercentAr more of
the national jilry Jury responses placed a higher priority on skills
oriented toward the overall supervisory functions and a lower priority
On those skills closer to the teaching process.

Sparks (329) attempted to identify problem solving techniques em-
ployed by freshmen college biology students and to plil'esent implications.
or problem solvinv techniques for secondary school tc4chers. Two group

.tn students were selected to participate in the Study. One groUp.
was designated on the basis of, various test scores a successful problc%;
selvers and the other i.,roup with the lower scores waS designated as un-
f,:ucceseful problem solvers. Sparks found that t6, ,siiccessful.etudents.
may u;;(., of problem solving techniques and arrived ati. more loejeally
!ound and carrec conclusion:f.than the..Unsuccessful Itndents. The un-
successful subjects attended special. 1.5 minute problqm solving practice.
sessions °tor flee weeks. Upon completion there was 4 significant dif-
ference in their ability to solve problems and theirlgrades increased
in the second semester after these sessions.

Mills (227) attempted to explore, through direq ane systematic
oh- rvation, the behavior of pre-service elementary school teachers
when solving task-oriented problems, In addition°, the effeets of criti-
cal thinking, cognitive style, and choice of teaching level. on problem
solving efficiency were anhlyed. Analysis indicated that no one strat-
egy was consist6nly employed by students when solving task oriented
problems which Offexed altern,ative solutions. There were no signifi-

e cant effects ou problem solving efficiency which could be attributed
to critical thinking"abilitY, descriptive part, whole, or relational .

contextual cognitive Styles, or choice of teaching level.

Dec (89) tried to determine whether certain specific scientific
knowledge and the ability to identify the process of inductive teach-
ing had an effect upon. the ability of 1.00 future teachers to apply an
inductive .approach to a classroom situ4ion,. Ile fojnd that. a student
teacher with knowledge, of basic scientific principles and the ability
to identify the inductive method had a significantly stronger capa-;
bility for applyin..the inductive teachng:method than did a student
teacher without Lille; knowledge and ahinity:. relz:tloheh-fp fr:un]
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betveen a student teacher's ability to identify the inductive teaching
method and his tendency to select the most inductive method as having
the greatest potential for learning.

reie (241) investigated the relationship between performance by
\subjects on science process tasks and ability to comprehend, through
contextual clues, the operational meaning of verbal directions specific
to these tasks'. He concluded that performance by the subjects on se-
lected science process tasks was dependent upon an ability that: is re-
lated to a general verbal ability, but was not dependent upon the pos-
Scsion of ab extensive science vocabulary.

McCormeck's (217) study was designed to determine the effects of
4 modified elementary science education methods course on a student's
creative thinking, self-evaluation, and achievement. The experimental
group was found'superior to the control group in gains of fluency,
flexibility, and originality. No difference was found between groups
in achievement scores. There were no significant-differences between
groups in self-ratings of achievement of cognitive:course objectives.
The findings suggest that creativity can be improved.

Nickel -(247), using interaction analysis_examined the relationship
between studentA.eachers and cooperating teachers,.....Twenty7three secoad-
_

ary science student teachers and their cooperating teachers were observe.;.
The verbal interaction was encoded using the verbal' interaction category
system: He concluded that student teachers emulated-verbal behaviors
of their cooperating teachers, implying the need for teacher training
institutions to expand the role of the cooperating teacher in shaping
the behavior of the student teacher.

Bender (33) studied the human reproduction knnwleclge of 163pre-
spective elementary teachers. Some Of the conclusions included 1) the
sampled teachers were poorly- prepared in terms "of sexu;i1 knowledge;
2) factors such as father's Occupation, typeof'cc7,,unity, educational
speL:-.1ization level, had no .appreciable bearing on scores; and 3) fac-
tors such as marital status and number of sisters and brothers had an
effect on the-scores achieved by the respondents.

Weinstockand Crawford' (378) attempted to determine. the :relation-
ship between elementary School teachers' theoretical educatiodal frame-
work and a formal methods course in teaching elementary schoolscienee.
The initially logically consistent student teachers did not show any
change as .3Y-result of hair the course. The group-which had not been
logically consistent initially improved signgicantly.

Summary.. One trend of.intere-st is an increasing tendency tocon-
c,ultrate en basic teaching competencies, i.e..inquiry strategy, ques"
tinning skills, and problem solving techniques. Moreresearch is needed
on identification of the basic teaching competencies and instrUmenfs 'to
measure them.

4'

I ,
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Curriculum Development

The following six studies all involve some aspect of curriculum
development. The first study by 1cAda and Westmeyer (210) is a de-
scription of a curriculum .level.opment project for college instruction
in science. its major purpose was to de-ielop or produce type instruc-
tional Materials which would utilize two procedures: 1) mechanical de-
vices for presenting routine information, and 2) instructional procdures
which allowed students to assume a.decision making role. This was a
developmental project designed to.free the laboratory instructor and
give students more choice in .planning their work. It was found that
students improved in total laboratory ,prbficiency as measured by the
Jeffrey Test developed by the school.

Schechter. (294) attempted to identify, analyze, and evaluate the
actual practices (elated tO curriculum; articulation, and sequential
planning, students, and-general attitudes towards biological science
courses offered by California public junior colleges and. to recommend
desirable practices regarding biology courses for non-science transfer
students. Some recommendaeions 1). an integrated biology
course With lab experience .covering- two semesters for three units _per
semester or the quarter. equivalent, should be offered to non-science

_Ixansfer. students, 2) a'core curricnlumshouldbe developed for biology
majors, and 3) more use should be made'of advanced placement examina-
tions. Although separate courses fot majors and non-majors were fa-
vored, this decision should be. left to individual institutions.

Williams (388) made a study of the biology curriculuM as an area
of instruction the junior colleges of Alabama. For this study he
collected data from literature relating to general biology in the two
year college and used a questionnaire completed. by the instructors of
the introchictory biology course employed by two year Colleges in, the
stnte. Instructors were found to be "reasonably" well prepared, carry-
ing excessive_loads, and deficient in relation to members,ip in profes-
sio affiliations and professional activities. The students were
claimed to possess uLealistic academic goals in terms of their desire
to transfer. Some other problems mentioned were crowded conditions,
deficiencies in laboratory equipment, deficiencies in funding for sup-
plies and lack of a consensus among instructors about what constituted
appropriate programs of study for geAeral biOlogy.in the junior college.

Midili (225), using; a sample of 80 students compared the dropouts
with persiStots in engineering technology programs. The findings of
the study indicated that t4 groups differed significantly with respect
to achievement, interest in science, mathematics, and technology and
attitude toward mathematics, technology, and engineering. Some of the
factors,influential in program withdrawal were loss of interest,dis-
coutagement-with coursesi-and dissatisfaction with "technology" teachers.

Charlier and Charlier (69).CondUcted a survey of the course offer-
ings in the earth sciences and geography of 100 colleges and the
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certification requirements of ,ography teachers in the 50 states. This
study of college freshmen revealed widespread ignorance of geographic
concepts. The author, tressed the need for better teacher education
programs in geograpti.

Chappe1,14S6) created a model for predicting the unit cost of de-
veloping_Xifelnstructional materials in higher education biology and
physic& science. The costs not accounted for in these predictions-in-------;-
eluded development of objectives, selection of appropriate instructional
strategies, and thq involvement of non - development faculty and staff
to the extent that optimal use of the self-instructional materials could
occur one they were developed.'

Summary. Many of the!studies in curriculum development tend to be
local 411 nature and would be of minimal interest to other regions. More
research should be done in the area of technology. Many community col-
leges are finding their technology areas have a high dropout_rate and
are very expensive programs to operate. The literature is devoid of
significant systematic research on the technological impact of community
college instruction.

'Developmental Studies

Leyden (205) designed a laboratory-oriented college course in en-
vironmental geology. His purpose was to,design a beginning course in
geology which not only accented Abe sociological implications inherent
'in the study of geology, but also presented the.. learner with the op-
portunity to solve geologic problems by using .laboratory techniques.
Leyden used five conceptual schemes which he considered. essential-to-the lJ
Study of environmental geology. A.,unique part of his study was an at- .-

tempt .to lindout, by rating 6,stem, which .of the activities and projects
he suggested were the most efficient for the time involved. Leyden ased
three science educators and three geologists to rate Bac', of the activ7

and- projects as efficient use of time, neutral used of time, or in
appropriate for the course. Results from the panel of reviewers were
included in his project.

The second developmental dissertation describes,alsystems approach
for designing. carrel experiences for science students. This study by
Russell (290.) 14cludea a brief history of. science Carrels dating from
1961. and PoStletLwaite'swork at Purdue university. -Because of the need
for many teachers to develop materials for use in-science carrels, a
Model was developed and decrilied which offers a logical sequence and
structure for instructional decisions. The author, after field testing,
put forth several recommendations, among which were: 1) school .sySiems
should provide released time for teachers.. to develoP science carrels,AA
2) all-teachers should be required to take fundamental courses in'the
area of instructional development, ncluding programmed instruction and
carrel, design, and 3) schoOls of education and audivisuai departments
should prepare instructional. technologists to design learning carrel
activities;
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Evaluation Studies

. Bredomeier (50) developed and validated a particular. science re-
lated proces hierarchy. The students taking part in the validation
of.the initial hierarchy, were 80 prospective elementary teachers.
Validation with respect 'to the effectiveness of the learning sequence
was carried oet by comparing p,oportiyns or students successful in
performing each task.bef)re and after instructions. For no hier-
archy task was there a sgnificant improvementon both test exercises
following presentatioa oil a learning sequence.

.Eisenstat (102) compared student achieVement under two different
methods of testing, using surprise tests in one case and announced tests
in the other. Some of the findings include: student achievement was.
significantly higher under. 4 surprise test system in general college
math, life science and world geography. In physical science there was
no significant difference in achievement between groups. Analysis of
the questionnaire. revaaledthat.most 'students did not like surprise.
tests. Most students felt surprise tests forced them to keep up-to-

_ date, but they believed they would have kept up-to-date even under an
announced test system. Students reported that preparation for surprise
-test classes was no more time consuming than preparation for announced
test classes.

Schell (2.95) attempted to determine the relative effectiveness of
interim testing in using programmed material on achievement and reten-
tion among college Students..-The population. included 68 students en-
rolled in gpheral science for in-training teachers. lie concluded that
interim testing when used in tonjunct'ion-with programmed-instruction
made a significant difference on intermediate achievement as well as
on retention.

Zeimet (400) wished to see if color two by. two projection slides
%uld be used as substitute's in zoological laboratories for the con-
vencional musiealChairs type of practical examination ami ic :-o, if
there would be a saving of instructor's time. No significant difference
in achievement was found between 41 conventional and ,projection 'groups.'
Some conclusions were:-1) it would be more difficult for students, if.
so inclined, to cheat'on a projection practical, 2) student attitudes
toward the conventional or projeCtion method were-definitely affected
by:subject matter~ 3) more students made higher scores on projection
tests than; n conAentional tests,'4) use of projeetion'tes's could re

-- sult in a great saving of instructor's'preparation time, and 5) the
main reason tore college instructors.do not use projection slides in
testing is their beliel_that the manipulative proces's is necessar: for.
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Student and Teacher Characteristics

\

\

The following, five studies deal .with student and teacher char-
acteristics.- Faiva (272) investigated what prospective science teach-
ers believe arc the most desirable-add least desirable traits of an
idea]. pupil: The population involved 40 science education students
in a regional college of education inIndia. Raina found that while
males and females differed in their perceptions regarding the most
valued traits of an ideal pupil, there were no significant differences

-be-Ween the two groups -regarding the least desired traits. There was
complete variation between the perceptions Of the "creativity.. experts"
and the prospective.science'Leachers.

. Raina concluded that the peo-
spective Science teachers would encourage,. obedience, and
non-creativity.

,.

The purpose of a study by Ault (18). was to de'ertine the effect
of students' initial attitude towards science.and science.A.nstruction,
sex, and educational set on success with programmed instructional ma-
terials on the basic gas laws, The research indicated that 1) pro.-

grammed instruction could be used to teach. basic gas' laws to gen6ral
education chemistry students, 2) cognitive style did not influence

. achievement resulting from the instiruction presented in. this study;:
3) some evidence that'the attitude Of the individual influenced suc--
ess on the criterion test, and 4) a possible relationship betwerri
ex favoring '016 male population, and the 'attitude oftheindivilual
toward science and science education:

in a. study by Spangenberg (328) the problem was to-determine the
relationships between academic achievement, student attitude, and ver-
bal interactions of students 'as they worked.in a zoology'laboratbry.
Tape recordings of student conversations in the laboratory were ana-
lyzed to determine the perccrntage pfjaboratory Lime spent in'lesson7
centered discussion; irrelevant -discussion,- questioning,-teacher-talk'
and silence. Some conclusions'which.wereLdrawn from th4q investigation
it thde: 1) high academic achieveMent.was,as"sociated with positive,
student attitude toward a course in general zoology, 2) students who
held positive -attitudes toward a ourse in general zoology asked more
qUestiOns in the laboratory and e gaged in the least amour' of student
laborltory talk, and 3) a student's class .rank or attitude toward the
class siid not influence the amount of' help an instructor gawi to a

-student.

IA a' .study by Roberts and i4ankenship (283),a sample of 108 ele-
mentary student teachers were adtinistered. the Pupil Control Ideology
Form (PCI Form) before and after student-teaching. The student teach- 1*

ers' perceptions,of their cooperating,teacher'spupil control ideology
were measured, using a modification of the' -same form. This study pointed_.

out that the Pupil Control Idedlogy o4 stoent teachers as a group be-
came significantly more custodial during student teaching. 'Findings
indicated thai)if a student felt. threatened,.unless students were rig-
idly controlled, effective use' of inquiry curridulum materials was
reduced.
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McKinnon (216) dealt with the influ.nce of a college inquiry cen-
telod c(..;urse 411 science on student entry' Ante the formal operational
stage. Five tasks designed to deterMi/te whether the student did think
logically when preSented with,probl. i s were given to students.` This
study found that 51 percent of tho e students initially tested were

.01

operating aL Plager's lowest. level Of operational thought (conerete),
with another 27 percent: not havPng'attained his criteria for formal ..

thought. /.17E was reported that the, newly devefoed inquiry oriented
science.onrse had an appreciable effect upon students' capqe.ity vo
think logically.

Summary. 'Many of these studies reflected an increasinginterest
in the student' as a person'and,his perception of the learning euViron7
ment. Other than McKinnon's study,little has been done with 1?ia-etian
studies on the college 'eye]. With recognition that te formal opera-
tional level of thinking may in many cases be delayecruntil lato hhig
school or early college years, additional Piz,getian re.;earch should" be
initiated at those instructional levels.

Students' Reactions to Science

There are two.studies dealing with the students' reactions to sci-
ence. 'The first byBallard-(24):was to deterMine if therd were changes
in reactions of beginning college biology students to biology and'biole-
gists from 1955-1968, if there have been changes i.e the,,,jelre;,ction dun-

(

ing the past: 13 years and if these changes related to the type of bi-
ology course the student had'in high school. lie used a,qiestionnaire.

radministered to 223 beginning, biology students. Their e ponces were
compared with a similar group,rof.460 students in 1955.! pesults of.the
study tended to indicate that progress has beer mndc:-ini/ncreasing the
awareness of high school biology students -Is well as sit+nts in ge,r1:-
eral, of the importanceof biology and the work of'biol*sts, Letter
understanding of certain theories and concepts, and a me./- realistic
un:.rstanding of the complexity\ fr biology. ,

'

. . ..

Wdod'(395) examined the concept of'the nature and processes of
science held by college Students enrolled in elementaryland seconder:

.. education. The setoridary science educatiOn:stbdentS scked'sialifi-
-,

cantly higher than did primary or intermediate education students.
Little relationship was identified between sex, number/of ur. fersity
science courses and years of high school science and knowledge of the
nature and processes of sciyice. a

High School Preparation and College Achievement

.

The following font. studies all deal with the relationship between
.high school Preparation and college athievemen. Three of (hese com-
pare the college achievement of students who ,;sed various curricula
,projeCts in high schc.. ',.11 those 1.& did net. Tarnir (347) was criti-
cal of using enrollment qata to determine success of BSCS "courses

/
\
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versus traditional. courses. He reported that if various sources were
studied, differ.ent infprmation was Obtained,lso he Oue::Cionedthe re-
liability of ,thLse data. 'He sated that studies of college students
who differ in high school preparation are still needed but such studies,
would ,be far More fruitful if they: concerned themselves with specific
questions Ls well as with careful analysis of relevant variableS in
their interactions insteadoimeasuring and only general achievement. °

Some of his .findings showed that. BSCS. students compared With traditional
G tudents here less .likely to foil. or drop out of introductory bioloc :v;
amc0i, the BSCS versions (blue) students showed the highest rates of
:-Pailure and attrition, but (yelloW).stUdents rarely failed or dropped

..out. Students who had a laboratory blockl.n high sdheol achieved and
dined. in College introductorybielogy significantly more than did

'''''students without-a laboratory block,. Yellow version students had ehd
most positive and blue-version students the least positive attitudes
towards biology based on their criterda.

Kruglak,:,(195) analyzed pre- and post=Sputnik physics background
';;Of 700 high schoo'students. He made acomparisOn of 1958, 1963, and
/,,1968 knowledge of OySics a3 shown by the Dunning Physics Test. He

;tbncluda There were no significantdifferences,due to school size;
'LStruction, traditional versus PCCS course; or student rat-

ing of teachers' qualifications. The 1963 group was.f9und to be far
superior to the 1958 and 1968 groUps. Male achievement was signifi-
cantly higher in all years.

Granger and Yager (123) attempted to determine if BSCS and non-
BSCS.high school programs prepared the general. liberal arts students -.'

equally well for a typical introductory biology course at the college
leyel;,,,Alse an attempt was made to'cempare attitudes towards biolog-
iclirsei.ence with regard to type of high.school background. The POpu-
latiOn.:3nejuded 299 university students completing the first semester.

.

dt

,of.in-rAiUctory biological life science: There wele no silmificarit
diT.E r6r4p. found between BSCS and non-IMS.Students in --hievement in
hi

V
.-,s'Cb'ool -or college level bio.Pbbs. TheA3,SC,' course was 'found to A

.., , .

. generate'more favorable attitudes toward biology.

.

. A study liy. Cottingham (83) had as, its major purpose to measure, the
diTferences:"Vetween the. levels efAachaevement of freshmen general chem-
istry students as related to 'the .typeof high school chemistry curricu-
lathey.had experienced. The.two.types Ofhigh school chemistry cur-
ricula.studied were:the CHEM studyand the traditional programs. Find-

ings indicatPd 1)°' that there was a s6a,tiStical1y significant difference
between' the achievement of the .CHEM study and the ?traditional groups on
the-achievementtest Which favored the CHEM study group; 2) there was
also a significant .N.fference:betweeri.the,,,cellege grades favoring the.
CHEM study-group-;-and 3). there was no 'Significant difference between
high school grades earned by the two groups. '5
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(omEarzi_tivyStudiee: enboiftery l'rograms

Following is. a group of comprative studies. The first minor cate-
gory contains seven studie!,;.invol'eing the lab.oratory program. The first.
of these, by Stekel (334), compared the effectiveness of two different
laboratory programs in n-a college Pir.rsical scAonce course. The tradi-

-
tiona laboratory program in whiqn.the stud,ents performed eellcises fro:1
alaboratory manual was use1 d as a control., The experimental group em-
phasized student involve;lient in problem selection anki experimental de-
sign. .here were two teachers and 1S6 students involved in this study.
The. results showed the lal,oratory program affected significantly the
students'. understandine of the aciions or operations of the scientits.
Tho,re was'no significant dift..erence found in, the students critical

. attitude towards sciece,/orretention of selected
science.concepts. ,An attitude retention survey implied 1,J-eater satis-
faction when students were giA'en more opportunities. to investigate prob-

of int6rest.

Bybee (57) evaluated the relative effectiveness of two approaches
to a general edocdtion earth science course at the college level. The

experimental group of 3(1 _students was exposed to an individualized lab-
oratory while the control grour reoived the lecture-demonstration an-

' proaeli No significant Lfference in achievement was found, but the 61-
peri;i:ental group showed increased Ulterestjn science.

ariouser (71) i.nvesti ;at'ed and compa.7ed outdoor and indoOr labora-
tory approaches in biology upon Plospcc:.tive ..1.61peritary teachers in tho,ir

understanding of the social aspects of science, achievement in selected
. bthlogical principles ; understanding. of sci'clz:e as process, and ability

in critical thinking The population con,eisted of students enrolled in
/

a biology course desiened for prospective ,:elentary teachers. Results
showed the f o groups differed signifieant!,iy in Lile biologi/pal

. 1.rfnciples in the laboratory activities and ih the understanding of
Vence as process. The tests for biological prineipl: in genera]. and .

thinking showd no-significant difference.

iloff (1414) attempted'. to compare the relative effectiveness of three
different approaches to the teaching of a college general, education as-
tronor:,1-lab-oratrory-.--ii-di-rected approach, an inquiry approaCh,. and a

lecture-demonstration approach. Three, sections of a gene al college in-
,_roductory astronomy course from a medium size midwestern university_wer
used in this study. None of the- three approaches was signifitantly bet-
ter for achievinF-and neining-knowledge Of facts and concepts. There

were significant differmices.on critical thinking, subject preferencei-
and transfer. The.. investigator concluded that inquiry activities should
be used in general eoecatiOn astronomy courses to proillote critical think-7,
ing-subjcet interest, and participation i.n. science related activities.

Godarsky (121) .endeavored to determine .the effectiveness-of experi-
ments without explicit directions,programming of prerequisite canphili-
tieS for (!ach'of four basic experinents, and using performance problems
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programmo.!.for computer evaluat ion. .Results on.perforwInce tests used
in this study indicate chat the design of laboratory instructfun in-
crelsed Ce stedent's 'problem abili:y i.i physiL7a1 chemistry and
that the Laboratory could be a valuable instrucCional technique in chem-
istry the experiments were genuine yrolllems without explicit direc-
tions.

Richirdson and Renner (250) compared the performance of. college
students in an inquiry approach cheMistry l.' bur to those in a con-
ventional laboratory. The srndv shewed tile inquiry method'to be superior
.on the 1a)oratery examination used

Coml.rative Studies: Methods of Teaching

. This group of comparative studies is concerned with teaching methods.
The first study by Smith (317) was a comparative study of two methods 0:
teaching physical science-10 college freshmen from disadvantaged back-
'grounds.. This study compared the effectiveness of an experimdiltal student-.
centered method to a traditional method of teaching physical science to
disadvnutaged colle.4:e freshmen. The experimental group scored signifi
cantly hiher dn understanding of the methods and nature of science and
the abili:y to think critically in non-scientific areas.

Harvey (136) attempted to determine the effect of the playing of
a science learning game on the cognitive and affective proctor learning
of black Ixaduate students in elementary, education. . A concuftent treat-
ent group using alecture-discussicT format was used as the control.
'he renults indicated significantly superior post-test resi.,1 irCachieve-
mc.nt in-science,- attitude toward science,confidencein science, and
'the learnin-; of specific concepts taught: in 111P game For 'the experimen:'

tag gaming group as 'compared to the lecture-discussion control groUp.
An important finding of this study was that low i-)nieverS in science
:benefit most from the gaTning strategy.

,/, ,Nimen -2(48) attempted to develop and test a Set of materials that
explored sophisticated.,:hysical ideas through the'use of mathematical
models as to the achievement it three areas: the understanding of phy-
sical scienc.e, critical thinking, and.thelknowledge".of the processes of
science. The experiment included 7b liberal arts students. The stt-
dents of the experimental, group., having the basic curriculum supplied
by a mathematics models text, performed significantly better on the:
physics test than did the conerol group.' The critical thinking and'. the
knowledge of. processes of science" showed nosignificant .differences.

Schlicting and Brown (298) were interested in the effect of back-
ground music on student perforMance. They used 225 students and alter-.
nated a series of 12 le- ctures and one hour ,examinations all with back-
ground music with a similar series in which .background music was lac k
Jug. Their results showed a signifiCant difference in grades in the
aol,p whi-ch had background music. There was a --476---perrerrtw-imp-raverren t----



of gra;es. hue reuna tee type of music as yore imbortant as to its
eli ee"... The =.1..udcnts preferred in order .4eiven: 5oft sLmi-clasei
cal. scv pu uLner mte; , end .11'.'4 trumen t t:. pc;:u1c .

in a st dv by the problem we; to deteletline the re-
lative ;.:ffeciiveues.., o; Inc 1..'u n-mt- a!!,.1 the trod:I.:lona] lecture'

system of to rh iu basic vi P cbemit,try. a result of the e::ncri-
ment, it was conr.lnded ttit oeituer system cf teacnfne basic college.
chemistry ; siu)erior to thc ether in 'u iitc ehont student achieve-
ment or iuLreasiet: en ti's] tlinkirt:; oH I to l!owever, the note test

F>vster Lt- :Inpeared ha,te .1 better ci..ance of seccess than the

traditional .cure' system telout aehievement, when 11,..ed with

high and mecium stu,nt. how a,eficy Students seemed to do
better under the tradiltirn;v1 :.yst-e;J. IL appeared that the note Lest
s,.7stem oF telchins, was superior the traditionaiecture s-stem in
producing high bosicive attittu'es among studeut.e; in all a'..efity levels

toward the asic college ch,mitry. course.

. Bell .(H0) :examined the ettecti..eness of the three lecture nor wtTk
nettled of teacie:ng general eduea7.:on biology with six alternative ape:
proaches inealving various reJucti.ob.., in weekly class attendance. In

three of the 6xporimental groups-, leetores were reduced in numberand..
supplemented by reading::, c55]OtO or study guides., In the other'
three, attendance at lectures wa, not required, students were asigned
readings, w2t in seminar , .0e weie'tntored by other students. Tape
recordings of leetures and .;eeiew srssiens were av:ailab3e to all stu-
dents. No .iigniticaut dif;erences were find on the altitude measures.
On the, fin;] content test_ all experimental groups achieved significantly
highcr than the control section. IL was noted that the students' ex-
pressed apiroal or an instructional method was eors always supported
by their usu.' of' the method when available.

Chapin (65) investigated relative effectiveness of two schedul-
ing patterns, using .61/i stndeuts'enrolled in an introductory biology
couf. . Thu Bain variable was the lenAh and placement of H labora-
tory.period j..11 relation. to the lecture. While both groups. net twice
per week fur lecture, the control group had one three houricCioratory
riper eh1 and the experimental group had two one and one-half hour lab-
oratories per week., each period immediately following the lecture. The

contiguous seni-weekly scheuling pcttern (experimental) proved to be
significantly seperior eo the non-cont:igudus weekly scheduling pattern
(control) in reference to tudent achievement 'in th' understanding of
biological knowledge anu tne ability to apply this ,nowledge to the
solution c prfklems. With respect to achievement in the ability to
think. critically, eaen proven equaliy-effect-kve,-

Wells' (3S1) study was used to determine whether general concepts
which are commonly taught by motion pictures couldA,e learned a' effec-

tively by sequential still photographs. There were three modes used:
.motion pictures slides, and.sequeutial still photographs. When all-

the test scores were combined across the stidy programs to analyze the
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total effc iveness of the three mode:: of presentation, the analysis
.faile to' find any sionificant differences. Therefore, it vas rite con-_
cluio o the author of the study, that althoch certain media were
most effetivio in presentino specific concep:s, learni!ig did occur vith
each of the three media. Hence, the choice would not only he based on
effectiveness.. in learning but also upon other (ducatical decisions such
as availahilitv, portability,.expense, and study time requited.

Reed (271) compared the effectiveness, the planetarium and the
classroom chalkboard and the coles,..al glebe in the tcachin of specific
astronomical concepts. He u,:ed approximatel.y 800 studeots enrolled 'n
a one semestet basic physical science cads e. Ili each semester, the
students were randomly divided inLo t.i.o groups. One group xeceied the
chalkboard globe presentation .while the other group received the pl6ne-
tarium.pxesentation of the same astronomical coneepCs. On the basis
of his tet.ts,Reed concluded that the chalkboard ;lobo teaching situa-
tion was fig,niTicantly. superior to the planet.?Arium teaching situation
with respoct .to the immediate attainment and retention of specific.
cognitive behavio'ral obectives: There was no difference in the a1 fee-
tive domain between chalkboard globe teaching sitotatiens and the plane-

, Laritmlote..ohing aituation.

ComparateNe F,tudies: Programmed Instruction and CAT

The studies in this ,section are all concerned with some form of
programmed instruction. The major group was conoerneu with audio-
tutorial methods while some of the final studies were concerned with
computer assisted,i,nstruction. Husband (153) utilized the \ -T approach

.

to answer. the question, "Does the tareat of a grade in the oral quiz
session: have an effect on the amount of, subieet matter learned?" The
experimental design involved three randomly OIO.:;-r treatioent groups.
itn the first group there was an oral gradejiven where the instructor
selected which student was to respond. In the second gr-,en there was
no ,ral grade given, the instructor still selecting Which student :;..as
to respond. In the last group there was no oral grade given and stu--

. dents were Allowed to volunteer rather than he selected to respond. An
analysis of the data indicated that there was no. significant eifference
in achievement between the three treatment groups.

Nort (249) attempted o assess the effect of attendance require
ments on achievement in audio-tutorial college biology. Attendance
was compulr ,ry.for the ll-)4-members of the experimental group and for
153 control group subjects it was non-compulsory. Analysis sho%-oci NO
sigmfacant di-f-f7!-Felke between control and-co,perimental group achieve-
ment for either group. Approximately ano-halL of. the experimental'group
thought required attendance had worked to their advantage and recommended
it for future clasSes. Only o,e-fifth of the control group were of this
opinion.
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Another. study involving A-T techniques was clone .bv SiemankPwski
(31J. ,Tnehyppthcsis heattempted to Test waswhether the auto-naced
tea(-c ing ptocess was, superior to conVentional.instructions in. terms of
1) ,chlevment in a physical science coursc,'2),attitudes of students
towards physic.al science, 3) understanding the nature and proceSses of
sci.nce; > ability to-:do elementary school science_teaching unit plans,
and5)'Time required by student; to complete assignments in the course.
The unto -paced teaching process combined methods used in team tcaching,
larre group instruction, i)rogrammed.Iearning, ancr:aud'io:tutorial inde-.

pendent silndyj'''ASTOne result, the auto-paced group took 28 percent
,

less' time to complete the assigned. yet achieved as.well as or
bettor thou: the control,group,. indiCating this Was a. more efficient teach-
ing ,ment.L.hpd.!`.. _1

The next two studies are involved with.programmed.and cemPtiter
.

assisted instruction. Castleberry (G3) studied the- develRpmentndTeVal-
uation of computer assisted instruction proo-aMs. On selected tonics in
introductory college chemistry. Data showed that the computer- assisted
instru.ction programs aided the.acquisition of. the behavioral. objecti,,cs

and had asignifi'eant effect on the:final examination score: :Some.con7
-founding factors of test reT iability .and limitedgeneralization.-

,

Young (399) compared supplementary programmed and conventional
meMods of in;truction in teaching.freshman chemistry. jhepopulation
for the study eonsisted of 321.studenr.s,.of whom 114'werein
mental group and 207 were An the cmtrOl group'. No significant.differ-
.cnce in achievement. was found' for the groups. Students 'achieved higher
on cumulative 'and. minimum attainment tests When supplemental'
materials were used- in. general themiStry. Responses.. indicated that the
majoIity Of students reacted .favorablyfa the supPlementay programmed
materials,

Comparative Studies: ,Behavioral Objectives P

.

.
, ..

...
. ;

The last _three compari,:ive studies to be reported involve behaviolial
objectives. Merrill (223). investigated the effects of the availability
of behaviorally stated objectres on the.learning process. The presen-
tationof objectives wasexpeete& to reduce-the number of examples ant
the amount o1 time required to)7parn the task,' facilitate performance(
on transfer-retrieval ,Iriter'icin measures and reduce the requirement for
memory and .reasoning abilities.. 'On the basis of the results of this L

.

study, it was concluded that ObjectiVes had orienting and organizing
eff-gcts wl-li4-44.-Wa'ed otutk4-sito attend tuTt-o-7'process:, ancrThstruc7
ture relevantinformation in accOrdance with the given abjective

Boardman (4o) de'signed study to teStwheOler an advanced know
ledge of behaviorWobjectfkres-would enhance students:learning.71Threa\.
remedial chemistry classes, were randomly divided into four groups.'
Croup A received packets.containing_behavioral obi -ale t ng,
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the unit under t.tudy and attendei lecture and .laboratory.. Group 1', re-

ceived pa,LeLs containing behavioral objectives but did not attend loc-
turc and ,aborator. Group' C receiv,cd containinr. a parr. rash
on a chom:cal topic unrelated to the material under study (a placebo).

grow, attended lecte-e and laboratOry. Group 1) r(:ceived packets
contaAnin placebos but did not attend lecture and.lab.rator. Annly.siS

of variance showc:d no significant diffcm(nce in the ac; ievement amcni
students uho received behavioral objectives whether the y attended loc-

. Lure and .aboratury or whethr they did not. Also, th,ro was HO s.pnif-
icant difference in the achievement of students whojecoived a placebo
whether r out they attendA le-et_ure and 1:,boratorv. %las not

significant: Iiierence between gr ,ps with baavioral objectives and
those withut.

Cook (SA) investigated the question, "if a group of students is
informed of the behavioral objectives in the learning hierarchy of a
unit cat i ttructio- and another group ofstudentS receiving the t-fame unit
of instruition is 1.ot so informed, will there be diffeonwes in elfect
on leart).ieg and retention?" Eighty-eight elementary education. majors
in a four voar college were blocked on .ability level. and randomly as-

1-11--le receiving differenti-n?orFration about
the behavioral objectives in the hierarchical learning sequences, all.
four groups received the some set of self-instructional text r:taterials
covering a mathematical unit of :instruction. There 'were no sinificant
differences 'resulting from the four, treatments on student o.:,-rail per-
formance. However, the four-treatments resulted in sign ificantly diT-
ferent rate.; .of forgetting. Group scores' of students who vere given
statements cff each activities objective showed a positive gain in per-
formance (.1,,or time. However, the resul(s of this study do not s.u.pnort

the thesis that.irlforming students of the behavioral objectives and/or
learning hierarchy could enhance their pyrformance en an immediate
athievement test.

Summar:L. The major observation .of the comflarative !'-fdics is that
rerarcher 1 aro trying new things and attempting ito test .them. 1.1any

Jr! "no significant difference," but this may he'becnuse we aro pre-
sently unable tt' measure the differences. Also, the affective areas,
are being, s're:-ised rnur h more The trend seems to be 'o offer several
altelftatives to students since there appear to,be no significant dif--
fel.:euce in the results.
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Research in .science education in 1970 was chaiactrized by Oreat
1

ya;riety.and an ahnhdance of st.ticlii s. It 'appears thit tile quantity of..

1

research -in Ole! field increased markedly, (total of 4O' studies' in

\
Hversus 475-stUdies 111 two previous years,-196-69). Arproxitatelv one-
,

sixth. of the, 197(4 studies dealt with Some aspect of new Curriculum pro-
jects, mainly at. the 'ele.mentary and secondary 1ev1s.

Areas of individualiy.a7tion of jnsruetion, i'iaeft studies, atti--
tude 1Ite asOro,ient, Inquiry teachilw, and interaction analysis

4increaSed attention, while the traditional a'rcas'.eT .curricu.Lum, Leaco-
y

bing:methods, and evaluation continued aCa high level.

An honest asseSsment,of the quality of the resarch effort, can
only' yield disappointing conclusions. The maierjty of research is shosr,t-

locallzedi and.pf'quesFionahle in. the overull advanren't
of more efextive science education., Over,seventy.pexcent'of t..1.*:\ stud--

les were first.effor'ts (doctoral. disF.ertations). ..011i1c. this .s c.,tat..nt
..As not me;I:it-1-6--demeanhe-finaIity:of.diSSertation reSoarch-generally;'

trne'tha-fUCh.Studia§ arc frenuentlybas.ed
saMpleS,. n'Ltacksmall Scale problems of a specific-natnr13, and in, 'pally
.cases yeply,upon investigator-developed .instruents the reliabilit and
validity oJ which maybe suspect.

At. ti)e same time; it is encouraging to note the o!)vio's growth. of
interest:in science education research as indicated by the
tion cifst,t4e.in_the j:),5t few years. :the of )robler.s
ingtacku-d 'has broadened To,include areas considered.nehUlk)user,tboH!
:difficult in the past', such aS-attitude:asses'sment,. treativity'.re:aslire-
mAt,and 1;eacher-'pupiI interactipns.--:Thi n healthr.sipn and in0.7

a-vigor-:hichjiaS potentialfors growth and devment in,nnch'art-
ed_directioos science 'eduction resea'rch for the futur.,,.
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